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Natirr.aldomokratlsche Par tel Dcutachland* (National Democratic Party of Germany)

.Combined Deutsche Rechtspar.tei, Deutsche Relchspartel, the split off Sozialistiche 
Relchspartel and the Deutsche Partei.

In August 1964 ven Thaden arranged a meeting with other r'pht-wingers to promote 
unification of all nationalist forces. Friedrich,Thielen served as both front 
man and financial backer. A comr.lttee of 10 drafted a constitution which was 
accepted in November 1964 by representatives of the DRP, DP, CLP and the DVNP (Deutsche 
National Volkspartei). The DRP officially disolved in D-ccr.ber 196$ although the 
NPD had, :n fact, long boon the nationalist party. At the 2Q J’-arch 1967 meeting 
of the NPD Execut've Committee, the more moderate Thielen (former Deutsche Partei) 
was ousted from the NPD by the more extreme von Thaden forces (DRP).. There was 
no major rush to leave the NPD,however. Recent reporting has indicated that those 
who did leave the NPD,even Including Thielen, are being invited back into the NPD.
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1. Bundestag Slections 19o5 NHJ’s first Effort

2. 13 March 1966, cortmnal Elections, Schleswig- 
. ..Holstein. (XJp Hqs directive

not to participate1. A few did) ’

664,137 votes = 2%

In 11 connunities where 
NTD ran candidates, 
averaged 10.5% of vote 
connared with 6% in saaa . 
towns in 1965*

3. 13 March 1566, Bavarian Ccsnuxal Elections 1.6 % of total Bavarian
NFD major effort concentrated vote butt
only in Franconia. Middle Franconia = .

Ansbach - 5.1%
Erlangen - 8.2%
Nttmberg- 7.3%
Scwhabach-5.6% 

Upper Franconia
Bayreuth - S.4%
Coburg - 5.35
Kulmbach - 5.S% 

8 + 2 village navdrs
4. 27 March 1966 Hamburg Burgerschaft Election 3.9 5 (1.8% in 1965)

no candidates elected
5. 10 July 1966 Northrhain-Vestphalia landtag Election

Ko KFD candidates elected none entered.

6. 16 October 1566 Hamlin Byelection (Communal Corneil) 8.45 (*65= ) 2 seats

7. 6 November 1966 Hesse Landtag Elections «;t) votes = 7.95+
8 Seats in Landtag 
Marburg,Wiesbaden, Barnstadt 
and Giessen =ca 10% 
Ff/lf = 8.4%

7. 20 November 1966 Bavarian landtag Elections votes= 7.4%
15 Seats in Landtag

8. 23 April 1567 Rheinland-Palatine - 4 Seats, 6.9 % of vote

9. 23 April 1967 Schleswig-Holstein 4 Seats, 5.7 % of vote

10. 4 June 1567 Lower Saxony 10 Seats, 7 £ of) vote

11. 11 October 1567 Bremen Burgerschaft 8 Seats, 8.8 % of vote

12...-23 April 1963 Bader.-Wuerttemberg 12 Seats, 9.8 % of vote
Sept fijrcok o ^.37c4‘-^
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by Charles Lam Markmann
Heidelberg
Had he lived Adolf Hitler would have been 85 years 
old on April 20. And it was on this April 20 that the 
forces responsible for the ouster of Chancellor IVilly 
Brandt - tor things miM be called by their right names 
— had almost finished prcpaung West Germany for 
her start bn the short march back to the past One 
hears everywhere- "It we only had a strong man 
again." On the fashionable Ninth Sea resort island of 
Sylt, Hitler's birthday was celebrated in tlje best Na
tional Socialist sty It- by several dozen Germans, none 
<>v. ■ •••-igest 15, and all of them arrested on

• i:ig circulated oi displayed Nazi synt- 
. . ..iing men wore brown shirts and swastika 

•r......... ids; the guls frumped themselves up in the
dowdy blue skirts and white middy blouses of, the 
Bund itcidschcr M.lifeiu (League of German Girls), the 
auxiliary of the Hitler lugeint. lire walls of the room in 
which they held their paity were decorated with pic
tures of Hitler and other National Socialist emblems 
for which they had scoured Schleswig-Holstein. After 
they had listened to records ot Hitler’s and other Nazi 
leaders' speeches and of old party march music, they 
drank a toast to the fuhrer.

When they were arrested, one of the young men 
said the party hurl been planned merely as "ein gn/er 
G<zy." Perhaps so Hut for millions of other Germans 
the re-creation of "the Nazi tune" is serious business' 
for some, because they want ttui.se good old day s back, 
and tor a lew because they tear the others may very 
easily get their wish when the Federal Republic ot 
Germany niinl ot last put its democracy to the test. 
The tear is heightened by the steady and at times spec
tacular rise ir. what is called du /lif/i-riec/fe-the I Infer 
wave, or Hitler boom —which has kept pace with the 
economic crisis, price levels and unemployment The 
number of lo’.’less has doubled since December

It is as much a Hitler and 1 litler-associated boom as 
a Nazi boom this is not to say that Nazi thinking has 
no following m West Germany — quite the contrary., 
as the letters-to-tbe-editor columns of new spapets 
demonstrati'. In Bavaria —Nurnberg (indeed wheie 
else?), in a 17th-century Franconian castle, a 25-man 
"army” of youths trams regularly, with the same steel 
helmets and nt'es that the IVr/i-ji.-ai/it used l.qm 193‘> 
to 1945. Their leader is a sign-painter named Karl-

Chari is Lam Markmann, critic. uanslalor uh.I iourn.il- 
isi. is at n'.'rk cm a Ford about the two Gt-iniun /rpubfrcs.

Heinz Hoffmann, whose goals are simple thedr-stnic* 
bon ef communism' and big capital, the end of parlia
mentary rule, government by an unelected elite, the 
annexation of Austria (which, as the Weimar Consti
tution makes clear in Article t>l, v.i. also the goal of 
the first German "republic"), and the reunification of 
the Federal Republic ol. Germany and the Geiman 
IX'rr.ivralic Republic.

There is a core of some 120,000 regular readers of the 
Nari.wa.’ Z-'rturry, which for two decades has been 
whitewashing the Nazi era, "proving” that the only 
concs'i.tration and extermination camps weie those 
built z’a' tile war by Geun in prisoners under zkmeri- 
can orders, fur propaganda purposes (there are even 
pictures); promoting a brisk trade in Nazi medals, uni
forms weapons and other memorat’dia. as well as 
books and recordings ot speeches pa.ty congresses, 
narrations ot rnilitaiy campaigns (witonous one..), 
and encaging in a taiily subtle anti-Semitism. There 
is no need tor btatancy, after all the Jews were only the 
tinst and mo-t conspicuous (,f Na.i targets Twelve 
or so million non- lews murdeied by the Germans died 
just zs painfully-facts dial are almost daily I.landed 
as "Ties" in letters to new .paper s, oc. astc .i illy- in dem
onstrations. less infrequently in sw.istika-danbings 
and cemetery vandalism

But these thing'.-tile Sylt biilhday party. Hoff
mann's ' .irmy (which ought to be taken seriously — 
the Nazi party's strength rose to s.-. en nienibers when 
Hitler '.'med it), the N.i.'mi;.:/ Zctt.-..-n; lire "antiquari
ans' whose windows and shops are tilled e'clusivcly 
with Vulhclrnine and especially National Socialist 
<:!"its rertu— aie only symptoms of the Hitter-
:ei There-.dthingisl.il more wide ,'read, tar deeper 
and mare- '(• spect.dde " in West Heil.n alone thereaie 
more that; 5tXJ cars bearing rcgi-tranon plates that, 
after the mandatory "H’ iior lieilin). carry s-..Ui letter 
Combin’.:-..■ :.> as S'. SA, ill. hZ betoie the vaiiuus 
nunHi-’Is- Ib.ese designations — tor St:.: ms.'.itzstatfel 
(Elite Guardi. Sturntal'u-lioig (Slo.i.i Troops), Hitler 
lugevd. t,.<nzentraz:.ui !.:;ei (concentration unip)- 
have rscg been issued routinely. They are issued by 
request, and Karl K.re-nig. ihe Soctal Democrat who 
head-, the citv's t'ccnoinics Department, the issuing 
oiiice. explains that under West German law such re
quests cannot be- ietu-ed. (I am not for one moment 
implying that the law .dmul.i be revised: one does not 
fight ideas, or even brute hatreds, with muzzles.) The
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same kinds of plates ire visibhi in many other parts of 
Federal Germany..

There are now imprint literally.thousands of paper-- 
back titles dealing with every possible. aspect ol thc 

‘Third Keich and its perscurahties:..There .areserious; 
arialytical histones that sacntue success for integrity; 
on the other hand two big. exhaustive, expensive bid; 
graphies of 'Hiller are selling more than welLand pne. 
of/them, hy loachiih C. FesVan cditor ot the arch- 
reactionary Franl.’i.’trr Aitgemrinr iietfung, h.is gone 

'well past 27S.IW copies at almost $20 apiece—the 
publishers have 25.000 more ready and waiting in 
the .warehouse. This book makes much ot Hitler’s 
"rifodernity, ” little dt his rarbarities: he was necessary 
to his time. The other, which is much more oveilly an 
apologia —is by Werner Maser, who teaches the Hitler 
era at the University of Munich. It has sold 30.0th) 
copies. It endeavors to create the impression that, had 
he not had ceitam-probiems arising out of misguided 
medication in 033, Hitler would have done more good 
(and less harm).

In addition there are the big hardcover editions of

fiV
Ttrt-N’nv Republic V

Hitler's speeches (four volumes) and Propaganda Min
ister Pau! .Joseph Goebbels’ (two volumes);: fotir new 
books about Rudolf 1 less,' 1 Idler's, deputy who. is now, 
at-SO. the'Ust prisoner in Spandau, innumerable radio 
and>te!cvisi6n:progr3ms dealing w ith various aspects 
and.persohalities of the period’, aiid, most lately, a fort
nightly, publication, Das'diitte Ki’icli; planned.to rover 
the whole ’ X'S-Z.if ’ for popiilar consumptibn in two 
years, and then expire.

The Ali.es —especially the Americans-for a long 
time terbade any mention whatever of the Hitler 
period, and West Germany, once it became a more or 
less independent state, continued these bans tor years. 
Even mere than other peoples. Germans have the 
touching r.etu.n that censorship and repression will 
eftectivelv eliminate ideas and facts, and. against this, 
neither the. left nor lite right has the faintest concept
ot civil liberties. I hus it is stdl forbidden. even though 
the German Communist p.tiiy h.is been legalized 
again, to form a "Nazi" or "National Socialist" party. 
Consequently the old SA and SS men organized the 
totally Naii 2uit:v;hiJ*iemoViiH>ihe Cartel Deutschland*,

i-

In England and in the VS there has been a revival of 
interest in the Hitler era paralleling the one in West 
Genhanv At least 12 English and Amiucan publish
ers have capitalized on t!iu interest. Here'S a sampling 
ot their recent books:

Pictures: Si?y Heil!, an illustrated history of Germany 
trutr. Bismark to Hitter, by Stefan Lorant (Norton), 
mure than 7<X).photographs and a litcr.de text Hitler 

(Macmillan), mteteshng because these are 
tl.e pictures taken by Hitler's friend Heinrich Hoff
mann, with commentary by confidant and diarist 
Henry Ticker.

History: Hitler* Rise f? Petre'. The Nazi .Movement m 
Bavavu. 192A-1$33. by Geettrey Pridh.im (Harper & 
Row). In-depth answer :o the question, what made 
people support Hitler in the early '20s? Careful and 
scholarly.

Military: Hitler's War Aims. The Eslabhihmetit of the 
Neu* Oraer. by Norman Rich (Norton) ’Hie second 
volume of a huge, hugely detailed study dealing with 
Hitlers foreign policies Th? and Fall cl the Luft- 
wa^te. by David Irving (Little. Brown), the life ot Field 
Marsha!! Erhard Mikh who was second in command 
to Goering and who sun ved to tell much of th*-» to the 
att'bor The .IdT’ra/’s U > Pact, bv Jean Noh (Double- 
Jay), containing authentic tint-hand accounts of 
U-K-at (Grev Wolves) actions. Rattle Over the Reich. 
by Allred Trice (Cambridge University Press) con
tains pictures'and text about the bombing and si rating 
of German cities and town*. Part of ti e revival be
cause it is Germany seen as destroyed from the atr. 
Hitler's Strategy. the RaAan Clue, by Martin
van Creveld (Cambridge University Press), a new view 

of Hirer’s interest in rhe Mediterranean and hu rela
tions with Italy

Religion: p;.’ German Church Struggle and the Holo
caust (V«av«w University Press), a Lillet lion t»f c^iuys 
that grew out ot the F;fst International bchulars' Con
ference in

Refugees: Refuge. by A. J. Sherman (University
of California Presa) An mlcnMing study nt how 
Britain changed hui policy ahum tefugevs Hum th? 
Third Reich t:om IW :u IV39 and v. ny.

Persons: Heydrich. by Miroslav Ivanov (Mac
millan). n.»y-ry-play account ot the assassination ct 
Czech occupation head Reinhard Heydrich and the 
Nazi revenge that culminateJ m Lidice Hiller. by 
Jcarhu.i i e*t (Harcourt brace luvatiuvich), the English 
tr.inMahon by Kiel.aid and Clara Winston ut Hie biog
raphy in wh‘.cr. I luucludcb that it Hitler h.idi.!icJ 
or been killed tn AJ6 "fc.v would hesitate to call him 
one ot ike greatest ui German statesmen." which may 
be whv the bee*. is >>. vi-n-cighcn* over before we come 
to the Hitler ix th*. wat year*. Ue.*ner Maker's Hit!?/ 
I egend UvA tn a R.ii-ity iHaiper A. Row). Fnainiout-ty 
J.-taiieJ with so many t.i.'u they abjure the man and 
his work*.

Future: To be pubh*heJ by ViKtn< in August, already 
published tn FnclanJ (Seeker Waiburg). the I e»j< • 
hest Man t* t>r A?-../, the "inside story of the 30-year 
impn*o'ir.u*nt Kadolt Hess." inside because the 
anther, Fugcnc K eird, was former commandant ot 
Spandau Fn%ur» and seems to have won Hess* confi
dence Dv>pite k* premises it says very little that has 
not already been known or surmised.

— The Editors
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which, after some initial successes, took cover in the 
hardly inhospitable Christian Democratic and Chris- 

.• tian ..Social.’Unions but. has recently announced, its' 
determination to-purge itself of' this tairjl." In 
addition in spite ot the constitutional ban (Article, 
.181 on any use of civil liberties to endanger the unde- 
fincd'"freedcinocratic basic order,"the statc'of Lower

, Saxony ‘alpne;has'34 active Fascist and Nazi brgahiza-, 
tions, publishing houses, and mail-order book dis
tributors. No one knows how many members, and. 
customers they have because they operate furtively, 
as the rather stupid law compels-fliemTo'do Milt 
(Coiirane). a Monthly magazine'addressing a frankly 
Fascist if not Nazi progtamto the young in that state, 
has a circulation of 10.000 and is regarded by the 
Lower Saxon Minister of the Interior as potentially or 
latently dangerous.

Everywhere there is curiosity about those mysteri

ous 12 years. The teachers who taught then are still 
teaching, unless superannuated, but very few of them 
dare to leach what they used to teach, or even to talk 
about "the past." That is why Da< drilte Reich was 
founded this year: to make money out’of that curiosity. 
The idea w.is that ot Hans-I’eter Dietze, now its man
aging editor, according to his editor-in-chief. Dr. 
Christian Zentner, who stakes a pious claim to a de- 
snc to show his young compatriots how the Third 
Reich Came to pass, m order to prevent its ever hap- 
.pening again. After four issues, Dr. Zentner is not so 
sure that his publisher, the big Hamburg house of 
John Jahr Verlag KG, will do much more than break 
even, because, he told me, wh.it millions of people are 
ins.it.ably interested in is not "the abstractions" of 
nazism and its history but its personalities, and in 
particular Adolf Hitler. These, he says, are "simple" 
people who do not read books but who watch televi
sion and read magazines, and it was they whom he set 
out to capture —to clarify the past for them.

His magazine is expensive-about $1.50 a copy. A 
tremendous advertising campaign, of dubious taste, 
resulted in first-issue sales some 150.000 above the 
250,000 copies that the editors and publishers ex
pected. The second issue sold between 330 i.'OO and 
340.000 copies, the third something over 250,000 so 
far, and the fourth - which is still on the newsstands — 
more than 200,000. The overwhelming majority of the 
purchasers and subscribers, Zentner admits, seems to 
include few of those young people he was looking lor. 
the real circulation is among the people old enough to 
remember, the Nazis who write furious letters to the 
editor because he tarnishes their legends. Both Dietze 
and Zentner fbld me that the greatest sales of Das 
dritte Reich are not in cities but out in the country and 
the small towns, in Bavaria and Franconia especially.

One of the reasons for the phenomenal success of a 
television program called "Lin Herz mid erne Seele" 
("One Heart and One Soul") is its enthusiastically en

joyed derogations of the sub-men, bv name: the Slavs, 
the lews, the Latins, the Levantines A German exag
geration ot "All-in the Family," the program plays also 
on the'hysterical-dread ct.’theXomrnuhists" that has 

• been endemic here 5ever.:sihce, the general staff real
ized- in 1918 that it.had made a tcinbte mistake in 
helping Lemhin N J7. E v Chancellor VVilly.Brandt was 
a constant target because ot his illegitimate birth and 
his "traitorous" conduct tio.m '1935 to 1915, when he 

■ 'fought against nacisin. as welt as bis "selling out” to
"the.Reds." The program regularly attracts i4)-i>5 per
cent of the national audience, and only an occasional 
editorial wilier or.commcntalor d.ires to see iis popu
larity for the danger it is. Its ' leli libera!" creator, 
Wolfgang Menge, claims it to be a satire and so recog
nized because pes'ple say its protagonist. Alin'd Tet- 
zlaff, sounds |u-t like Franz Josef Sii.iuss. the head of .

'the CSU: but then in ea. h regional election this year 
more of them vote tor the Strausses..

In mid-March the Bavarian State Radio and Televi
sion broadcast a long inteiview with Hitler’s (and 
Franklin Roosevelt’s) old tiiend, Fnist (I’utzi) Hanf- 
staengl, who i.- now 8? though tn the .nd — through a 
rather gruesome practical joke-he f> Il he had to lice 
to the United States in l°37. and was rnatei i.ilty as
sisted by Roosevelt, his old Harvard classniaie, in 
gaining entry (later he became an adviser on policy to 
the American forces.'). Ilanfstavngl spent hi. whole 
tune on camera telling what fine fellows Hitler. Goer
ing, Goebbels. Himmler and the others reull1,' were, 
when all was said and dune— and mastei.s ol their 
trades to boot: fine soldieis. geniuses al piopagan.la, 
mid so welter. Their Weimar predecessors he belittled 
and dismissed as nothings, though he admitted he 
had never known much about their aspirations or 
their achievements. Moreover tn spite of having, with 
his wife and sister, lavishly and almost single- 
mindedly supported Hitler from the days before the 
1923 Mnnchen Pk.'. ■ to his own abrupt departure tor, 
the decadent democracy, i f.-ntuaengl insist' d that he 
had never thought tot a moment that the uni emitting 
vuulent anti-Semitis..-. ot his friend and into would 
ever amount to anything serious ("some ot my best 
friends were__ "ho. lh.it Ins protege w..uld ever have
been "slupia enough to start a war "

The real .linger cd a Hitler renascence, in the view 
of Dr. Hugo Marx, a scholar who soifered under the 
original, lies in the combination ol a w.mannc nostal
gia and the millennia' German faith in autnoritai tan 
rule as the solution to all ptoblems Ikeimai, alter all. 
failed primarily, as bc-ih V. illiam 0. Shirer and Karl 
Dietrich Bracberl^ve shown, because no one. includ
ing the Social Democrats who proclaimed it out of 
desperation when tr.cv could find neither a Hohen- 
zolleni nor any ether ioy.dty to accept the throne, 
wanted a republic. When the economic crash came 
alter 1929, the millennial search for the "strong man" 
lost its last restraint.
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country West Germany
DATE DISTR. T4 March' 197

SUBJECT Intention of the Executive Committee <Jf . 
the National Democratic Party to Urge: 
Non-participation fit the Party in Baden- 
Wuerttemberg Election

FIELD Na EGG-1825

1« The executive committee of the West German National 
Democratic Party (NPD) will meet on 18 March with officials 
of the Baden-Wuerttemberg NPD organization and attempt to 
persuade the Land organization not to contest the 23 April 
Land election. The executive committee will point out that 
if the NTD does not.run. candidates in this election, the 
chances’ for the Christian Democratic Union (CDU) to obtain a 
majority in the Baden-Wuerttemberg election will be enhanced. 
This would enable the CDU to retain its Bundesrat majority 
and improve the chances of defeating the Eastern treaties of 
the Social Democratic Party/Free Democratic Party government.

2. The background‘of the executive committee’s desire 
to avoid contesting the Baden-Wuerttemberg election is its
estimate that the NPD would capture only two per cent of tho 
vote this year compared with 9.4 per cent in the last 
election, a result which the executive committee is most 
anxious to avoid. ,
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CITE TDCS -314’12543-71

DIST 1 DECEMBER 1971

COUNTRY WEST GERMANY

SUBJECT SUMMARY OF ADOLF VON THADDEN'S 
3 DECEMBER SPEECH TO THE NORTH 
WEST MINING ASSOCIATION

FIELD NO. EGG-1721

1. (FIELD COMMENT: ADOLF VON T H A D D E N. FORMER

NATIONAL CHAIRMAN OF THE WEST GERMAN NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC

PARTY (NPD), HAS'BEEN INVITED TO SPEaK TO THE ANNUAL

GENERAL MEETING OF THE NORTHWEST MINING ASSOCIATION,

• SPOKANE, WASHINGTON. ON 3 DECIDER ON THE TOPIC: A

< EUROPEAN'S VIEW OF THE AMERICAN CURRENCY PROBLEM,. SEE

H AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL HAMBURG TELEGRAM 767, 10

NOVEMBER 1971. DESPITE VON THADDEN'S RECENT RESIGNATION 
!'5

4 FROM HIS NPD POST KE STILL PLANS TO ATTEND THE MEETING AND
1'3

2 
1 •

« SECRET/N0 F0REIGN DISSEM 
________
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TO PRESENT THE SPEECH WHICH IS SUMMARIZED BELOW.) 

2. VON THADDEN BEGINS BY TRACING THE HISTORY 6f 

THE UNITED STATES’ RELATIONSHIP WITH GERMANY FROM WORLD 

WAR I TO THE^PRESENT, DEVOTING CONSIDERABLE ATTENTION TO 

THE 1929 STOCK MARKET CRASH. HE GIVES CREDIT TO THE 

UNITED STATES FOR HELPING EUROPE BACK ON ITS FEET AFTER 

WORLD WAR II THROUGH THE MARSHALL PLAN. BUT POINTS OUT 

THAT THE NATIONS WHICH WERE HELPED USED THE AID TO BUILD 

AN EXPORT BASE WHICH NOW IS CONTRIBUTING TO AMERICA’S 

FINANCIAL TROUBLES. HE SAYS THAT GERMANY AND OTHER • 

COUNTRIES BECAME INFECTED WITH AN "EXPORT HYSTERIA" 

AFTER THE WAR WHICH HAD SHORT TERM BENEFITS FOR WORLD 

TRADE, BUT WHICH IN THE LONG RUN DAMAGED THE DOMESTIC 

ECONOMIES OF THE EXPORTING COUNTRIES.

3. THE 15 AUGUST 1971 SPEECH BY PRESIDENT NIXON IS 

COMPARED WITH THE 24 OCTOBER 1929 STOCK MARKET CRASH, 

AND VON THADDEN SAYS THAT THE SPEECH WILL HAVE JUST AS 

PROFOUND AN EFFECT ON THE WORLD'S FINANCIAL SYSTEM AS DID 

THE CRASH. HE DEPICTS THE SPEECH AND THE RESULTING CONTROLS 

AS SPELLING THE END OF THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM ESTABLISHED 3
4 

AT BRETTON-WOODS. *
2 
1'
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4. IN HIS ANALYSIS OFTHE TYPE OF WORLD ECONOMIC 

SYSTEM WHICHSHOULD FOLLOW THE CURRENT AMERICAN CONTROLS 

AND FLOATING OF THE DOLLAR, VON THADDEN DRAWS HEAVILY FROM 

THE 23 SEPTEMBER PRESS CONFERENCE 'OF FRENCH PRESIDENT POMPIDOU.. 

HE SAYS THAT THE DOLLAR CAN NO LONGER BE CONSIDERED THE 

SINGLE WORLD CURRENCY. THE PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY OF EUROPE 

MAKES IT NECESSARY THAT A EUROPEAN RESERVE CURRENCY BE 

AVAILABLE AS A SECOND WORLD CURRENCY. THIS CANNOT BE 

THE BRITISH POUND AS MANY PEOPLE AT ONE TIME WOULD HAVE 

BELIEVED, BUT MUST BE A CURRENCY ACCEPTED BY BOTH FRANCE 

AND GERMANY AND ADMINISTERED BY A COMMON GERMAN-FRENCH 

BANK SUPPORTED BY GOLD. ALL EUROPEAN STATES WOULD USE 

THIS BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL CURRENCY TRANSACTIONS. 

VON THADDEN VIEWS POMPIDOU'S SPEECH AS A SIGNAL TO THE 

. UNITED STATES THAT THE FRENCH ARE NOT WILLING TO STAY 

PERMANENTLY UNDER ECONOMIC PRESSURE FROM WASHINGTON, AND 

AS PROVIDING AN OUTLINE OF THE TYPE OF ECONOMIC ORDER 

EUROPE SHOULD HAVE IN THE FUTURE. HE CRITICIZES THE WEST 

GERMAN GOVERNMENT FOR NOT TAKING A SIMILAR STAND, .SAYING 

THAT WHEN IT IS POSSIBLE FOR ONE STATE TO PUT ECONOMIC 

PRESSURE ON OTHER STATES, THE SITUATION CAN LEAD TO

1 • ....................... 1
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Apolitical and military pressures which would be profitable

■ : ONLY TO THE COMMUNISTS.

5. VON THADDEN SEES TWO ALTERNATIVES IN THE PRESENT 

SITUATION, I.E., EITHER A RETURN TO FIRM PARITY WITH A 

DEVALUED DOLLAR, OR A CHANGE TO FLEXIBLE EXCHANGE RATES 

AGREED TO BY THE INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES AND GUARANTEED BY 

INDIVIDUAL CURRENCIES. HE BELIEVES THE DOLLAR MUST BE 

DEVALUED BECAUSE THE UNITED STATES CAKNOT EXPECT EUROPEANS 

TO CONTINUE TO BUY THE DOLLAR AT A RATE WHICH IS NOT 

LEGALLY FIXED. HE VIEWS FLEXIBLE EXCHANGE RATES AS 

DESIRABLE FOR EUROPE. BUT NOT REALIZABLE AT PRESENT 

BECAUSE THIS SYSTEM WOULD EXCLUDE THE "THIRD WORLD" 

AND THUS WOULD BE OPPOSED BY THE UNITED STATES.

6. SUMMARIZING, VON THADDEN STRESSES THE NECESSITY 

FOR THE FREE WORLD TO REMAIN STRONG AND FOR EACH EUROPEAN 

COUNTRY TO RETAIN ITS NATIONAL CHARACTER AND DIGNITY TO 

PREVENT DOMINATION BY COMMUNIST AND FAR-LEFT FORCES. HE 

CRITICIZES THOSE WHO SAY THAT AMERICA IS NO LONGER NEEDED 

AS A COUNTERWEIGHT TO THE USSR. DECLARING THAT THERE IS 

NO,OTHER COUNTRY WHICH CAN SERVE IN THIS CAPACITY. ESPECIALLY 

NOT PRESENT DAY WEST GERMANY. HE SAYS THAT THE WEST
1 1
• SECRET'N0 foreign dissem
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GERMAN PEOPLE, THROUGH COMMUNIST INFLUENCE AND LEADERS 

WHO ARE FRIENDLY TO COMMUNISM, HAVE LOST THEIR NATIONAL 

CHARACTER AND ARE TOO WEAK TO OPPOSE THE USSR. HE ENDS 

BY CALLING FOR A CHARACTER RENAISSANCE IN THE FREE WORLD j 

TO MAKE IT STRONG ENOUGH TO COUNTER COMMUNISM. (HEADQUARTERS 

COMMENT: . THE STATEMENT OF VON THADDEN IN SPOKANE MAY > 

ATTRACT PRESS INTEREST DUE TO THE NOTORIETY HE GAINED IN 

RECENT YEARS AS LEADER OF A GERMAN NATIONALIST PARTY 

WIDELY DESCRIBED AS NEO-NAZI. IN FACT, THE PARTY. HAS 

DECLINED IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC TO THE POINT WHERE IT 

IS THREATENED WITH EXTINCTION, AND VON THADDEN’S RECENT 

RESIGNATION FROM THE PARTY DEPRIVES HIM OF ANY POLITICAL 

PLATFORM IN WEST GERMANY.)

7. FIELD DISSEM: NONE (SENT BONN).
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COUNTRY West Germany

SUBJECT Intention of Adolf ’Von Thadden 
to Resign As Chairman of the 
National Democratic Party

REPORT NO. CS-JH1/01861-71

DATE distr. \10' March 1971 y

FitlD NO. KGG-1682

to
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1. In early March 1971 Adol f Von T h a d d e n 
indicated

the National Democrat ic Party of 
Germany (Nattonaldemosratische Par toi Deutschlands - 
NPD) that he plans to resign as Chairman of the NPD .In 
the near future. Von Thadden has not announced the date 
when he plans to resign but| 
it will be sometime during the period I April to 1 June 
1971.

2.' Von Thadden’s decision has been prompted by his 
discouragement over prospects for the NPD, serious financial 
difficulties of the party and by severe internal bickering 
within the NPD Executive Committee during the past several 
weeks. Voh Thadden is basically more moderate than many 
members of the Executive Committee. Among other disagreements, 
Von Thadden has opposed certain aspects of the "Resistance 

Action" - (Aktion Widerstand) in which NPD members have 
recently stagdd demonstrations which erupted into violence. 
Von Thadden was also personally humiliated when his sister 
and other relatives asked him not to attend the funeral 
of Von Thadden’s brother-in-law, the well-known historian 
Percy Schramm who died in Goettingen in January 1971.
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3_. ^.Comment: Von Thadden’s resignation
all probability moan- tho end of tho NPD as nn 

With the possible

the NPD l.acks effective 
however, has health

will in all probability moan tho end of the NPD ns nn 
effective political organization. With tho possible 
exception of the Bavarian District Chairman 6f the NPD, 
Dr. Siegfried Poe him an n, the NPD lacks effective 

. . a'nd'dyriainic leaders... Pochimanri, however, has health 
.'r.-Vprobl-pms and also doesnot have the stature of JVon Thadden

The aisintdg^at^dn of the NPD will probably result in a 
number of^smalle'r right-wing groups coming into existence 
some of which, like the recent "Aktlon Wlderstand" may 
have-a propensity for violence. After the NPD.disin- 
tegrates, most of its former supporters will probably 
cas'C-'their votes for one of the three major political 
parties in West Germany. The CDU and CSU stand to gain 
most.of these votes.)

4 Field Dissem: None
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.... COUNTRY West Germany
DATE DISTR. .3 April 1970-

SUBJECT Analysis of the West German National 
Democratic Party's Election Chances 
and Cohesiveness

1. Adolf von -Thadden. NPD chairman, remains firmly in 
control of.the party following the 14-15 February 1970 NPD congress 
in Wertheim.

2. Skepticism about the future of the NPD is increasing ampng 
party leaders. The NPD is definitely planning to wage vigorous cam
paigns in all 1970 Land elections, but there appears to be little 
chance that the party will do even as well in these elections as it 
did in the 1969 Bundestag elections, when it failed to obtain flye 
percent of the total vote. ;.

■ s

3. At- the congress, several prominent NPD leaders emphasized 
the need for party unity; these appeals were well received-by thg> 
delegates. There are many unresolved questions and problems, how- , 
ever, which will continue to plague the party. For instance, the 
"national-conservative" concept, which was adopted in the manifesto 
issued by the congress, came under strong attack. One group, which. 
Includes both older and younger menbers, rejects the concept of the 
NPD as a conservative party, because they consider, that this term 
conveys the idea that the party is an out-of-date and reactionary 
political group. On the other hand, the proponents of the national- 1 
conservative concept consider themselves as upholding "positive 
values" in_ the face of manifestations of disintegration. Von Thadden 
is the party's unifying force, and one delegate accurately summarized 
the - ■ - —-
bis

situation by saying: "Von Thadden, by virtue of the charisma of « 
speeches, succeeded in bridging: the many cracks in the party." i 

22
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SECRET

COUNTRY West Germany

REPORT NO. €9^311/08556-69

date distr. <2t> September 1'9&K. .

SUBJECT West German Ministry of Interior 
Evaluation of the Prospects of 

. . Banning the National Democratic
Party

ACQ - FIELD NO. OGA-913

Summary; In June 1968, the West German Ministry of the Interior 
prepared a basic study of the prospects of banning the West German 
National. Democratic Party (NPD). The summary of this study given 
below describes the major charges which the government could.bring 
against the NPD, the defenses the NPD could be expected to make 
against these charges, and the probable political results which 
would follow both a successful and an unsuccessful case against the 
NPD. According to the source, this study is still considered the- 
basic Interior Ministry evaluation of the case against the NPD and 
is being studied by senior federal government and state (Land) 
officials. End of Summary.

1. (Field Comment: For several years, West German political 
and government leaders have debated seeking a constitutional court 
ban on the NPD. On 13 November 1968, Ernst Benda, West German 
Interior Minister, advised Chancellor Kurt Georg Kicsinger 
that there was sufficient evidence to warrant bringing a suit against 
the NPD. Kiesinger, however, opposed bringing a suit,'and the sub
ject became embroiled in West German politics. On 23 April 1969, 
the Federal Cabinet decided not to seek a court ban of the NPD, at 
least until after the September elections. This decision was 
prompted by evidence that the NPD was making no membership gains 
and apparently was losing popular support.)
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2. In.June 19G8, the West German Interior Ministry prepared
!. a 50-p$ge study of the prospects for banning the NPD entitled

f-J "Considerations Regarding a Bari of the National Democratic Party.”
/ i The..study: was well prepared and carefully written. It is still
J !. considered the basic Interior Ministry paper bn the NPD and is

being studied by senior officials of both the federal and sta*®
*; .governments,. It avoids giving an opinion on' the prospects of bb- 

■ ‘'tainin’g a.court decision against the NPD, but frdm the content of 
' , - ‘ the study\ ?i't is clear that the authors believed that the courts
i would probably rejectfla governmentproposal to ban the NPD.
• I. <yjefd'.Comment: / If the study is still ebhsidered:current, it is ;
p. . unclear how, i-t. f;i'ts!with^Berida 'a November 1968 statement that there 
I '■/'■■■■'.was sufl.ipieritevidence to obtain a ban against the NPD.)

3. The study summarized the case which could be brought 
against the NPD as follows:

a. It could be shown that there was a similarity 
between the NPD and the National Socialist German Workers

, Party. (NSDAP) which has been outlawed.

b. It could be argued that the goals, and parts of 
... the party platform, of the NPD are contrary to the prin

ciples of a free democratic state.

The study concludes that a sufficiently strong case could be pre
sented to prevent the case being thrown out by the courts without 
a hearing.

4. The study lists the following points which the NPD could 
be expected to use in its defense;

a. The party.could prove that it has given firm instruc
tions to its members not to engage in rowdyism or violence . <

b. It could show that a sizeable number of former 
NSDAP members have been forced out of the party as part 
of the Selbstreini gung (self-cleaning) process.

c. It could point out many features of its program 
which are in accord with democratic principles.

d. It could show that its elected representatives 
have worked with other parties and have not disrupted the 
Land'tage (state diets) and other elected bodies in which 
they participate.

e. It could point out that other political parties 
have many ex-Nazis and ex-communists as members and could 
claim that the majority of the 28,000 NPD members are not 

. opposed to the concept of the Federal Republic.

f. It would charge that the government’s charges were 
one-sided, unfairly presented, and out of date.

g. It would claim that not all of Professor Ernst 
A n r 1 c h ’ s points were included in the party plat
form. (Field Comment: Anrich is a former university 
professor-from Dhrmstadt whose proposals were apparently more 
extreme than those incorporated in the party platform.)

h. It could claim that the increased violence 
(Verrohung) of the political climate in West Germany is 
the fault of the New Left and not of the NPD.

5
4
3 S E C R E T/NO FOREIGN DISSEM
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• - 5. The study states that it' would be’ very difficult to re-
, fute these NPD defenses In court. The government would have to

admit' that since early 1968-thc.re have been very few statements 
made by NPD leaders, or inc.4de.its caused by the NPD, which could 
be used to support the. government*s case. Objectively, it would 

. ? have to be admitted that many incidents of violence in which the
NPD has been involved were initiated by opponents of the party.

I ' ' 6. The >tudjr predicts the following, probable results should
the government wi'ri its case against the NPD:

a. The,.NPD would probably, respect the prohibition.
It is very unlikely that the NPD would attempt to go uhder- 

ji; . 1 'grdund as the -illegal Cbmmunist Party of Germany (KPD) did.

Ob.. NPD members and sympathizers would not change their 
.opinions because.of a ban. Many would Join other groups 

:or parties’ and continue to work for their political beliefs.

■j c. NPD arid rightist sympathizers would begin s cam-
J. paign for the ^banning of the new German Communist Party

(DKP) and other leftist groups.
! d. A ban of the NPD would be well received in foreign
j countries.

7. The study concludes that if the government should lose a 
case against the NPD, it would be the result of the lack of valid 
evidence (Bewelsschwierigkeiten). In such an event, the following 
adverse effects would occur:'

i a. The NPD would receive a new impetus and valuable
i publicity.

b. The policy of Selbstreinigung which has had some 
I success in.keeping former Nazis out of key positions would
' be halted..

c. Many middle-class persons who sympathize with the 
NPD, but who have refrained from open support because of 
the stigma of being associated with a party which could be 
declared illegal, 'wouid join the party or become active 
supporters.

d. The party would undoubtedly attract more members. 
(Field Comment: The NPD leadership is known to be worried 
because the party’s membership has not increased signifi
cantly during the past 18 months.)

8. Field Dissem: Embassy Bonn, USBER.
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Chief of Ease, Berlin

Chief of Station, .Germany

_Chief, European Division 
p cAli./inTej. “•
L. _ N VW _ Activities.._________

REF: EGBT-145S9, dated 9 September I960

1, 7 We are very. pleased with the quality of the informa
tion on the NPil which’ has been made aval lab)e,through 'CATERROR,. 
It.is particularly useful during this pre-election period, but 
we also appreciate not' having to wait 6 to 8 weeks for CAVHISPER 
to digest the 'material and. pass it on.

2. Aftci* looking over the Reference, wo are inclined 
to stick with the requirements mentioned in DIRECTOR 39284 for 
items worthy of intel dissemination.. In this context Bonn 
State Department Telegram 12253 dated 17 September quotes 
Foreign Minister Brandt as saying that there has been evidence 
that the East Germans, undoubtedly with Soviet approval, had 
given financial support to von Thaddcn. While we are inclined 
to think that Brandt’s comment may be wishful thinking, 
evidence of East German financing for the NPD would be of great 
interest and utility. Material not bearing on the requirements 
in DIRECTOR 39284 should bn forwarded now to Headquarters for 
review, 
its 
the

The NPD, as you know, 
proportions as a political 
timely opportunity to keep

is a subject of interest beyond 
force, and we arc grateful for 
up with the ins and outs of it.

Harriet G. COCOLLATO

COB/Berlin
COS/Gcrmany

Group I '
Excluded from Automatic
Downgrading and Declassification
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------------ SECRET

COUNTRY Wegt Gcrnany

SUBJECT Miscellaneous information on the 
National Democratic Party

SEPORT NO. CS -311/0S430-69

REID NO. EGG-1444

1. According to a ranking official of the Kiel district 
of the National Democratic Party (NPD), Karl-Heinz 
Knipphals, the chairman of the Kiel district of the 
NPD, and Adolf von Thadden, the national chairman 
of the NPD, are personal enemies. (Source Comment» In 
January 1969 Knipphals was elected to be his party district’s 
candidate for the West German Parliament. Knipphals, a Kiel 
lawyer, .is in his early 50’s.' He was severely wounded during 
World War II and has only, one arm.)

2. Von Thadden is aware of, and unhappy about, the fact 
that Knipphals, prior to Joining the NPD, participated in 
Easter Marches and received unfavorable publicity. Further
more, voh Tlxadden is concerned about Knipphals’ strong and 
ruthless political ambitions. He has referred to Knipphals 
as a "second Hitler", and he welcomes and encourages the fact 
that there is strong opposition to Knipphals even within the • 
Kiel district of the party. Von Thadden, for the above 
reasons, would very much like to see Knipphals remain on the 
district level and is anxious to keep him out of the West 
German Parliament.

3. The same official, who made the remarks about von
Thadden and Knipphals. also stated that many wealthy industrial
ists contribute funds to. the NPD anonymously, because they do 
not wish their association or sympathy with the party to

s become known. su
4 1 4-1

3 4. The chairman of another NPD district in Schleswig- 33
Holstein stated that, in view of the fact that each new

:• 1 i
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Session of the West German Parliament is opened by its oldest 
member,'the NPD will insure that the oldest member of the next 
Parliament will be an NPD man. (Headquarters. Comment: The 
possibility that an NPD-Ueputy minht open-the JEhindegtag'hasA V AA A V J . * I, M wwv- .****
already been considered by the CDU. See CS4-311/08164-59})

5. Field Dissem: None (sent Bonn, Berlin)
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-------------  CONFIDENTIAL
1 . " '

COUNTRY West Germany

SUBJECT German Government Evidence against 
the National Democratic Party (NPD).

ACQ

REPORT NO. CS LT-313/01123-69
DATE DISTR. \9 July i969p ’/

EGN-4107HELD NO.

: 1. A 77-page German-language report, describing the 
National Democratic - Party (NPD) and presenting documentary 
and testimonial evidence of possibly unconstitutional aspects 
of the NPD, has been deposited in the files of the CIA Docu
ment and Pictorial Services Division, from which copies may 
be obtained upon,request.. The report is the shorter of two 
versions prepared by the Federal Office for the Protection of 
the Constitution (Bundesamt fuer Verfassungsschutz). This 
shorter version is said to be complete in substance and is 
the version which was made available to West German Cabinet 
members in preparation for Cabinet discussion of whether the 
NPD should be. banned. The longer, two-volume version has not 
been obtained.

2. Appraisal of the legal validity of the evidence 
against the NPD was omitted from the report at the order 
of the Minister of the Interior, who reserved to himself an 
assessment of the NPD's "legality. Also, pages 9 to 13—a 
section entitled Chief Fea tures of the Ideology (Grundzuege 
der Ideologie)—was omitted from the report at the request 
of the Minister of the Interior. (Headquarters Comment: 
The evidence in the report appears to be overt and less than 
conclusive. The West German Cabinet decided in the spring 
of 1969 not to request a ban of the NPD; substantial doubt 
existed as to whether there were sufficient grounds to obtain 
a legal ban of the NPD. The omissions from the text, referred 
to in this paragraph,. may reflect realization by the Interior 
Ministry of the weakness of the case against the NPD.)
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country West Berlin/West Germany
001 - I

subject Status^Report on Problems, Activities
and Plans of the;West Berlin National 
Democratic Party *

OATE DISTR; /7 July 19*69^

REPORT NO. CS-311/06103 -69

fielo.no. EGB-24,611ACQ

Summary; The Berlin NPD has been plagued by n split between the 
Berlin City lendership, which is loyal to the Party's national leaders, 
and the "Loyalists'* headed by the Berlin district leaders, who opposed 
the dissolution of the Berlin NPD ordered by National Party Chairman 
Adolf von Thadden in October 1966; - Court-action led to the thwarting 
of the plan for dissolution. In ,an effort to keep the Berlin Party 
alive, in mid-March von Thadden ordered a cessation of open Party ac
tivities until after the Septembei’ parliamentary elections. Subse
quently, von Thadden arranged a postponement of a scheduled Berlin 
Party convention until October, because of the possibility of a ban 
on the Berlin NPD by the Allies and the threat of trouble from the 
militant left. At the end of March, Berlin-City NPD Chief Rudolf 
Kendzia resigned in an effort to promote party unity in Berlin, but 
he remains active behind the scenes. Since early April, the Berlin 
NPD leadership has followed von Thadden's guidelines. The influence • 
of the Loyalists has been, greatly reduced, and in accordance with 
von Thadden's instructions party activities have been circumspect. 
Both the Berlin and the National leadership are hoping that the NPD 
will obtain 25 to 35 Bundestag seats in September, which, they feel, 
will make the party more acceptable to right-wing voters in Berlin 
and enhance NPD chances during the 1971 Berlin communal elections. 
Berlin is planning to send volunteer workers to campaign for the NPD 
in West Germany, especially in Nor th.Rhine-Westphalia, the NPD strong
hold, End of Summary.

1. (Field Comment; In October 1968, the West Berlin NPD had 5 
approximately 480 dues-paying members. According to a senior party 4* 
official, more than 100 members have officially dropped their 3'1
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membership and ethers are dropping out quietly’. In March the paid-up 
, membership was about 300.)

2. Following the abortive attempt by the National Democratic 
Party (NPD) leadership to force the Berlin NPD to dissolve itself for 
tactical reasons in October 1968, routine party.activity resumed al
most immediately. It was characterized by a split between the leader
ship of the Berlin City (Landesverband) party unit and that of dis
trict (Kreisverband) party units. The former are generally Ibyal to 
National Party-Chairman Adolf von Thadden nnd the national leadership 
in Hanover and the ir broader tactical concepts; while the. latter', re
ferred to .as the "Loyal isits" (Sa tzungstreue), defend the letlrr of the 
Berlin NPD statutes. The Loyalists initially objected primarily to 
the method of the attempted dissolution, but the friction with the 
City Executive Commit tee (l.andcsvdr stand) headed by Rudolf Kendzia

. led to total mutual mistrust-, disloyal statements to the press, and 
' efforts, to get each other expelled from the party by a party court 

(Schiedsgericht)

.... 3. At a general membership meeting in Berli»^n^5.. March--1969, 
von Thadden attempted to jichieve a truce within the “party and ordered 

V?t,h’at.there be -no "political organizational activity" until after the 
•-■September 1969 parliamentary elections. At this meeting von Thadden 

approved the scheduling, of a Berlin party convention (Landesparteitag) 
for 26 April 1969, at which a new and hopefully more stable city 
Executive Committee was to be elected.

4. The 15 March meeting provided an indication that the Berlin 
NPD may well stick together under von Thadden's guidance until 1971, 
in spite of the friction between city and district leadership. Al-' 
though the eight spokesmen for the local leadership, who took the 
floor after Kendzia's situation report and von Thadden’s keynote 
speech, approved the action of the Berlin NPD districts in opposing 
the seIf-dissolutton of the local party, and no one contradicted them, 

; all but 31 of the 140 members present then voted for a resolution con
demning District Chiefs Johann Ratzek (Schi.eneberg) and Philipp 
Goelles (Wilmersdorf), leaders of the Loyalists, for anti-party ac
tivity. This vote amounted to a vote of confidence in the tactics of 
the Berlin City leadership, and according to members present was due 
solely to von Thadden's presence and influence. In the view of these 
members, a meeting without the attendance of representatives of the 
Hanover headquarters would have led.to a no-confidence vote in the 
Kendzia leadership. During the meeting, von Thadden also rejected 
Kendzia's "Berlin Program," which called for a softer line on East 
Germany and on German reunification.

5. At the 15 March session, left-wing, anti-NPD protestors 
assaulted a number of NPD members and forced the NPD twice to change 
its meeting site. This leftist action and the obvious fact that the 
militant left has a penetration of the Berlin NPD have had a seri
ously dampening effect on the NPD's willingness to meet in the open. 
The party is now tentatively planning lo hold future meetings on a 
rented excursion boat whose location would not be announced until the 
time of the meeting.

6. The Berlin NPD has made strenuous efforts to determine which 
left-wing organizations made up the task force which tried to disrupt 
the 15 March meeting. The Extraparliamentary Opposition (APO) claimed 
the honor, but the NPD investigation showed definitely that all but a 
handful of the protestors were an organized group dispatched by’ the 
Spandau branch of the West Berlin Socialist Unity. Party (SEW) whose 
actions.are part of a long-range program of harassment by the East 
Berlin Socialist Unity Party (SED).

7. Because of the subsequent possible threats of prohibition 
by the Allies (signalled by a letter from Governing Mayor Klaus 
Schuetz to the Allies asking that’ the NPD in Berlin be banned) and of 
further counter-demonstrations by the militant left, on 27 March

5 von Thadden wrote a letter to the Berlin City leadership asking that 5
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the Berlin party convention be postponed until October 1969, the 
normal expiration date of the term of the present city Executive 
Committee and well after the national elections. The letter, which 
was read at several district meetings, also stipulated that the city 
and district organizations were to restrict themselves to routine 
monthly meetings with no speeches and no invited guests until next 
October. \ '•

8. In tr tactical move to promote'.party unity, Party Chief 
Ken'dzia resigned, on 28 _Maych. -In response to von Thadden’s letter, 
the Berilny,tfistr'fCf JSS^^Jr.unLt leadership, which otherwise remained 

'intact, called a session of the Berlin Party Council (Landesausschuss) 
on 10April /to approve the postponement of the party convention.

;'r ■ (Ffeld /Comgeht;?’ffihe Party Council, consists of the Executive 'Committee 
plus;, the’ 12 <ti s trlct -le aders> j Walter Seezen, a member of the na-

’ tlonalleadership, was present. The situation was ticklish because 
the Berlin NPD statutes provide that if full membership meetings in 
four of the 12-districts had voted for holding of the party conveh- 
tlon in Aprijl/ the postponement motion would fail; there was a dis- 

"'■■■ tinct danger that this could occur. At the 10 April meeting, the 
district leaders grumbled "but approved the postponement until
11 October. -»

9. On Kendzia’s resignation, Guenther Mensel, a member of the 
Executive Committee, was selected as. Acting Ps.. ty Chief and Speaker 
of the Party Council until a new Executive Committee is elected.in 
October. 'Mensel, an attorney, was hesitant about accepting the job 
because of its possible effect on his practice, and did not commit 
himself until the 10 April executive meeting. Mensel’s age (62) apd 
stability were the main reasons for his selection. The only other 
replacement considered was Guenter Klelnert, also on the Executive 
Committee, whom Kendzia did not trust. Mensel’s duties are to con
sist of calling and chairing pro-forma monthly Executive Committee 
meetings and of presiding at the party congress next October,

10. Kendzia considers his resignation a temporary tactical re
treat caused by disagreements with the NPD national and Berlin dis
trict leaders, by von Thadden’s public rejection of his "Berlin 
Program," loss of business because of unfavorable publicity,' and a 
hit-and-run car accident involving a bicyclist on 27 March. Kendzia 
promised Mensel to remain active behind the scenes and set up a 
vacant office in his place of business as party headquarters, with 
desks for himself and Executive Committee members Frank Schwerdt, 
Joachim. Rebuschat and Hans Werner Andreas, the de facto heads of the 
Berlin NPD.

11. Kendzia and a majority of the NPD leaders hope that the fall 
elections will bring some 25 to 35 NPD members into the Bundestag. 
This, they feel, will make the party more acceptable to potential 
right-wing voters in Berlin and thus enable the NPD to make a showing 
in the 1971 Berlin communal elections. (Source Comment; The Berlin 
NPD's major problem in Berlin is to keep its membership intact and 
its machinery functioning until 1971. Whether Kendzia will hold to 
his promise to direct the Berlin NPD from behind the scenes indefi
nitely, and whether he will emerge as leader in 1971, are open ques
tions, because Kendzia has shown an interest in the current program 
and1 policies of the Free Democratic Party (FDP) and particularly in • 
its "General-Contract" concept, which fits in with his "Berlin 
Program." A close friend of Kendzia’s, (fnu) Nerchert, resigned from 
the NPD to protest its participation in the presidential election in 
Berlin on 5 March and has already made overtures to the FDP.)

12. Since Kendzia’s resignation and the 10 April executive meet
ing, the Berlin City Executive Committee (under Kendzia’s behind-the- 
scenes tutelage) has kept the Berlin NPD functioning and loyal to the • 
Hanover leadership. Executive Committee members (especially Schwerdt, 
Rebuschat and Andreas) have attended annual election meetings in all 
12 party districts. Through their influence, pro-von Thadden or 
neutral District Executive Committees have been elected in each case.5 
The district officers who led the opposition to the self-dissolution 4

3 
2
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■ of the Berlin NPD last fall have been effectively expelled or ncu-
: tralized. As of early May, Loyalist influence had been greatly re

duced. Although there is now no,signif leant Internal opposition 
! group, there was a,-call pending for formation of ah informal -group
! representing both the city organization and the districts to propose
! organizational changes. Routine monthly district meetings with
I. "guests’’ from West Germany, whenever possible, are to be continued, 

J under the watchful eye of the .pro-torn Executive Committee, until
next.’October when the party convention o>f the Berlin NPD will elect

• a new leadership.

13. Sghu'etz’ attempts to. have the NPD banned in Berlin have
1 , not been taken seriously; Local party activists are preparing to
j support the NPD election campaign in West Germany by sending voluh-

. j. „ ;;teer workers.- A letter appealing for such, help states that the de-
;. ^/cisiveclectoral campaign which will determine whether or not. the 
j //..NPD gets intothe Bundestag will be waged in North Rhine-Westphalia.

. -Air fare and living expense subsidies are be Ing” offered to volun-
■i .* ' . teers who are to distribute leaflets, put up posters and ring door-

; bells. (Field Comment; The NPD made inroads in North Rhine-
i Westphalia during the economic recession of 1965-66, and the NPD
i national leadership is counting<heavily on salvaging their foothold 
i in the Bielefeld-Ruhr area.)

; 14. The main NPD weapons in the national election campaign are
i to be pamphlets^ describing the party’s election platform. One is
‘ to be distributed between 1 nnd 15 June; a follow-up pamphlet, be

tween 15 and 30 August; and a third pamphlet on the eve of the elec
tion. Each will be printed in 15,000,000 copies. Distribution will 
be handled by two firms—VeLbringer Company and Erdmann Company.

i 15; Ruediger Krauss, head of the NPD's student organization,
; the National University League (Na tIona ter Hochschulbund - NHB), • 
1 has moved from Berlin to Bonn to assume the post of chairman of the 

. Bonn City NPD Executive Committee. Von Thadden plans to use the 
i- tactic of moving reliable leaders into critical areas after the 

elections. For example, he plans to move a Bavarian NPD officer to 
Berlin and assume the chairmanship of the Berlin NPD. In an attempt 
to obtain legal'recognition for the NHB in Berlin, (fnu) von Hindy, 
a Hungarian law student and good friend of Krauss, is to be ap-

f pointed Krauss* successor.

16. Field Dissem: USBER, DCSI/USCOB (Also sent Bonn).
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Beat Germany

■ / June 1968

West Gernau Ulnlstry of Interior 
Evaluation of the Prospects of 
Banning the National Democratic 
Party

OGA-013

Sunmary: In June 1968, the West GiToan Ministry of the Interior 
prepared a basic study of the prospects of banning the Best German 
National Democratic Party (NPD). The sumzinry of this study given 
below describes the major charges which the government could bring 
against the NPD, the defenses the NPD could be expected to esake 
against these charges, and the probable political results which 
would follow both a successful and an unsuccessful case against the 
NPD. According to the source, this study la still considered the 
basic Interior Ministry evaluation of the case against the NPD and 
la being studied by senior federal government and state (land) 
officials, End of Sumaary.

I. (Plelrt Comment: For several years, West German political 
and governuent leaders have debated seeking a constitutional court 
ban on the NPD. Ou 13 November 1968, Erast Benda, West German 
Interior Minister, advised Chancellor Kurt Georg Kies tnger 
that there was sufficient evidence to warrant bringing a suit against 
the NPD. Kleainger, however, opposed bringing a suit, and the sub
ject bec&se eabroiled in West Ge naan politics. On 23 April 1969, 
the Federal Cabinet decided not to seek a court ban of the NPD, at 
least until after the September elections. This decision was 
prompted by evidence that the NPD was unking no nesbership gains 
and apparently was losing popular support.)

NECHE T/NO FC8EICN DISS&d
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2. Xu June 1968, Che West tjrrjiiiti 1 nter lor ;Miniuiry prepared 
n 50-pi’ge study of the prospects lorthe NPD'entitled 
"Cons ideratious Regarding a 3an of the National Democratic Party." 
The study, was we’ll prepared m:d carefully written. It'Is still 

.. Considered the basic Interior Ministry paper on th< NPD .and is 
being studied by senior officials of bojtli the .'federal end suite, 
governments. It avoids giving an op Ini6a on the prospects of Ob
taining a court decision ngnicst the NPD, but from the content of 
the study, it is clear that the authors believed tlial xhc courts' 
would probably reject a goverr.oent proposal to bait the. NPD. 
-(Field Comment:- If the study is still cbusldered::.current, it -is 
unclear how it fits with Benda's November 106d statementthat there 
was sultie tent evidence to obtain a ban against the NPD. There 

. .. have been other reports, however, that the evidence was not as 
'clear-cut as JBcnda would have had the Chancellor believe. See, for 

example, 3GN-3U84.)

3. The study summarized the case which could be brought 
against the NPD no follows:

i

a. It could be shown that there was a similarity 
between the NPD and the National Socialist Gerrnnu Workers 
Party (NSDAP) which has been outlawed. .

b. It could be argued chat the goalu, and partu of 
the party platform, of the NPD are contrary to the prin
ciples of a free democratic state. . !

The study concludes that a sufficiently strong case could be pre
sented to prevent the case being thrown out by’the courts without 
a bearing.

4. The study lists the following points which the NPD could 
be- expected to use in Its defense:

A. The party could prove chat ic has given firm Instruc- 
Ci-jUJS .'.to meia'^e.a to eiigr'g? iu n ,l jj'iu.'ji o*1 vioT.ea;'h.

b. It could show that a sizeable number of former 
NSDAP members have been forced out of the party as part 
of the SeIbstre;intgung (self-cleaning) process.

c. It could point out many features of its program 
which are in accord with democratic principles.

d. It could chow tnat its elected representatives 
have worked with other parties and have not disrupted the 
Lcndtage (state dit ts) and other elected bodies in which 
they participate.

e. It could point out chat ocher political parties 
have many ex-Nazls and ex-communists as mtwbers and could 
claim chat the majority of the 28,000 NPD ambers are not 
opposed to the concept of the Federal Republic.

f. Il would charge that the government-’s charges were 
one-sided, unfairly presented, and out of date.

g. It would claim that not all of Professor (fnu) 
Anrich's points were included in the party plat
form. (Field Comment: Anricb is npparently a rightist 
whose proposals were more extreme than those incorporated 
in the party platform.)

i. It could claim that the Increased violence 
(Verrohung) of the political climate in West Germany is 
the fault of the New Left end not of the NPD.
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5- The study etales that 1c would be very difficult-.to re
fute these* NVD defenses in court. The government would have to 
admit that since. early 1968 there have been very few statements 
made by NPO leaders, or incidents caused by the NPD, which could 
be used to support .the government ’a case. ..Objectively, it would 
have to be admitted,that many incidents ol violence in which the 
NPD bad been involved were initiated by opponents of the psrty.

6. The study predicts the following probable results should 
the governsent wtii its case against the NPD:

a. The NPD would probably respect the prohibition.
It is very, unlikely tbflt the NPD would attempt to go under
ground ns the illegal Communist Party of Germany (KPD) did.

b. NPD members and sympathizers would not change their 
opinions because of a ban, Many would join other groups 
or parties and continue to work for their politics! beliefs. _ 

. ■ - ' ' ■ ' • z"
c. NPD and rightist sympathizers would begin a cam

paign for Lhe banning of the new German Communist Party 
(DKP) and other leftist groups.

d. A ban of the NPD would be well received in foreign 
countries.

7. The study cone lodes that 
case against rhe NPD, It would be 
evidence (Dewe issc hw io r t gkc i t en). 
adverse affects would occur:-

If the government sboula lose a 
the result of thr Isck of valid 
lu such an event, the following

a. The NPD would receive a new impetus and valuable 
publicity.

b. The policy of Selbsere iniguns which has had some 
success in keeping former Nazis out of key positions would 
be halted.

c. Many middle-class persona who sympathize with the 
.T7T’, but who have refrained from open support because of 
the stigma of being associated with a party which could be 
declared illegal, would join the party or become active 
supporters.

d. The party would undoubtedly attract more members. 
(Field Comment: The NPD leadership is known to be worried 
because' the party’s aes»I;crshtp has not increased signifi
cantly during the past 16 months.)

3. Field Dissem: Embassy Bonn, USBER.
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WEST GERMANA S NATIONAL DEMOCRATS AND THE GRAND COALITION

Germany's far-right National Democratic Party 
(NPD) showe'd; another increase in strength in recent 
elections' in Baden-Wuerttemberg, while the Social 

. Democrats WSPD) lost heavily. This outcome in a 
; traditionally liberal and prosperous state appears 

to stem in part from the dissatisfaction of many 
Socialists and trade unionists in the SPD with 
their party’s cabinet cooperation with the Christian 
Democrats (CDU). Another factor was the discontent 
of farmers.and refugees with the policies of the 
Grand Coalition in Bonn. Concern over student dis
orders contributed to the NPD gains, but this was 
not as-decisive as some have supposed,. Despite - 
these gains, the NPD is unlikely to achieve a 
growth comparable to that of the Nazi Party in the 
early 1930s.

The outcome in Baden-Wuerttemberg confirmed 
the belief of many Socialists that their coopera
tion with the CDU at both the national and state 
level is proving to be unprofitable for the party. 
As a result, they have already decided at the state 
level not to renew cabinet cooperation with the 
CDU in Baden-Wuerttemberg, thus making prospects 
for the Bonn coalition appear less favorable. 
Nevertheless, SPD leaders in Bonn remain committed 

, to the..Grand Coalition and serious instability at, 
the federal level seems unlikely. Over the long 
.run the outcome of.this latest election may have 
certain implications nationally, including the 
possibility that Bonn leaders may be encouraged 
to take a more nationalist line.

The NPD's Success

The West German state elec
tions in Baden-Wuerttemberg on 
23 April brought the far-right 
National Democratic Party (NPD) 
9.3 percent of the vote, the 
most impressive total it has yet 
attained in any state. About 71 
percent of the voters turned 
out, approximately three percent 

more than in the last Baden- 
Wuerttemberg state election in 
1964, but 15 percent less than 
in the 1965 federal election.

Christian Democratic Union 
(CD'-') strength fell slightly to 
44.1 percent (1964: 46.2 per
cent) , while the Social Demo
cratic Party (SPD) achieved a 
vote of only 29.1 percent (1964:
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PARTIES IN
BADEN-WUERTTEMBERG
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•37.3 percent). The liberal Free 
Democratic Party (FDP) , made a 
slight gain, winning 14.4 percent 
of the vote (1964: 13.1 percent).
Against the background of last 
October's Bremen elections, in 
which the National Democratic 
Party won what was then a record 
percentage of 8.9, the Baden- 
Wuerttemberg results brought re
newed cries of alarm over the 
dangers of neo-Nazism in the Fed
eral Republic. More important, 
the results also raised doubts 
as to the future of a coalition 
government by the Christian Dem
ocrats and Social Democrats, not 
only in Baden-Wuerttemberg but 
at the federal government level 
as well.

Baden-Wuerttemberg: A Test Case

Baden and Wuerttemberg tra
ditionally have been strongholds 
of liberal, nonsocialist democ
racy in Germany. In the early 
1930s, the Nazi vote in this 
area was almost always apprecir

I ably lower than elsewhere in 
Germany. The hotbeds of Nazism 
lay in other regions, for ex
ample in Franconia, East Prussia, 
and Schleswig-Holstein.

The economic and social pic
ture in Baden-:Wuerttemberg would 
lead to expectations of stability 
there. The proportion 'of the 
population, now employed in in
dustry -is higher' than in any 
other state. The economy of the 
state was virtually untouched by 
the recent West German recession, 
during which unemployment never 
exceeded one percent. Per cap
ita income is above average. 
Protestants and Catholics are 
almost evenly balanced in pop
ulation, while the proportion of 
protestants in the Federal Re
public is slightly higher.

A few observers correctly 
forecast the outcome, but the 
general expectation was that the 
vote for the National Democratic 
Party would be lower than in 
Bremen. The two major West Ger
man polling organizations had 
predicted in March that the NPD 
would receive five percent of the 
vote.

Federal-level politicians 
had campaigned actively in the 
state. Chancellor Kurt Kiesinger, 
a popular native son, made a 
three-day speaking tour, in which 
he sharply attacked "arrogant, 
thoughtless, and dangerous na
tionalism." He stressed this 
theme in the Hohenlohe area, 
where the NPD later received its 
highest vote in the state. Willy 
Brandt also appeared to speak for 
the Social Democrats.
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The .participation by na- • 
. tiohal figures reflected a feel- 
ihg in Bonn that this state elec
tion’, the last before the 1969' 
federal, election, might influence 
national politics. The .analogy 
to the-, federal scene was .pointed 
up by the existence in Baden- 
Wuerttemberg of a coalition of 
Christian Democrats and Social 
Democrats, similar to that in 
Bonn.

Reaction to. Student Riots

In looking for explanations 
of the NPD gains', ’ German observ
ers have emphasized the public 
reaction against the .Easter stu
dent rioting, and dissatisfaction 
with the federal grand coalition. 
Conservatives lean to the former 
explanation, while’ students and 
trade unionists stress the latter. 
The NPD did not receive less than. 
6 percent in any. electoral dis- 
.trict. This suggests that the . 
sentiment expressed by the vote, 
is widespread, and may extend 
throughout the FRG.

Reaction to student rioting 
probably contributed something, 
but this aspect seems to have 
been exaggerated as a factor in 
NPD gains. In Heidelberg, the 
NPD vote rose to 11.9 percent, 
but in three other university 
towns, the party's vote fell, 
below the state average of 9.8 
percent. In industrial Esslingen, 
where there had been two stu
dent riots, the NPD only attained 
9 percent. Some voters may have 
been influenced by student dem
onstrations to transfer their 
votes from the SPD to the CDU, 
whose spokesmen have generally ad
vocated a stern treatment of 
rioters.

. At the same* time, the "new 
.left" certainly failed, to win 
popular support. The Democratic 
Left, supported'by radical stu
dents, won only 2.3 percent in 
the state as a whole, while mak- 1 
ing better showings' in certain 
university and industrial local
ities. While the Democratic 
Left's state-wide average was bet
ter than the far left had at
tained in recent elections under 
other names, it fell below the 
last, low figure gained’by the 
Communists before they became 
illegal: 3.2 percent.

Hostility to the Grand Coalition?

There is dissatisfaction 
with the coalition within the- 
CDU, and it can be assumed that 
some of the party’s right wing 
voted for the ..National 'Democrats . ’ 
The Socialists, however, suffered 
the greater loss. Left-of-center 
Socialists often complain that 
the party has compromised its 
principles and lost public favor. 
There is an undercurrent of feel
ing in these quarters that the 
party has endangered German democ
racy by abandoning its long
time position of opposition and 
entering into collaboration with 
the CDU.

Although the SPD has pro
vided much of the impetus to'the. 
grand coalition's economic and 
foreign policies, and although 
the coalition in Baden-Wuerttem
berg has generally functioned 

| well,- dissatisfaction undoubtedly 
j exists among idealistic members 
I of the left and among tradition- 
I ally class-conscious union-mem- 
i bers. Middle class voters of 
' this persuasion probably turned •
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. to the Free Democratic Party, 
which has assumed the role’ of 
respectable opposition. The' 
connection between this left
liberal criticism and the NPD 
gains on 28'April is not imme
diately apparent.. ... -...

Some commentators including 
some Socialists ^conclude that’ 
many SPD voters defected to the 

■NPD. The respected Frankfurter 
Allgemeine Zeitung fudged some 
of the election data to support 
its argument that workers had 
gone over .to the NPD, but.a more 
careful analysis has shown that 
the NPD did indeed win above-av
erage support in some working
class neighborhoods.

Many, old Socialists and 
trade unionists, such as Willi 
Bleicher, the powerful boss of 
the metalworkers in this state, 
are cool to the coalition and . 
hostile to intellectuals, and .: 
some of them are repelled by an- • 
archie student leftism. Even so, 
most workers are unlikely under 
conditions of full employment to 
cast what they would consider a 
neo-Nazi vote; certainly Bleicher 
would never favor such action. 
SPD electoral losses would seem 
to be due less to defection to 
the NPD than to the failure of 
lower-level SPD functionaries, 
apathetic, or even hostile toward 
the coalition, to get out'the 
vote, and to the failure of many 
trade union and normally SPD 
voters to go to the polls.

In traditionally socialist 
Mannheim, only 58 percent of 
those entitled to vote turned out. 
SPD percentages dropped 14 per
cent in one district and 13 per-

- cent in another. The percentage 
of NPD. strength rose, to 12.1, - 
10.9, and li;2 in the three city 
districts, but working class 
votes would not be needed to pro
vide these percentages, espe
cially in the face of-a low.SPD 
ttftnout. These.votes probably 
came mainly from the CDU, the 
FDP, or from those Who had not 
voted before.

NPD Activity Pays Off

The NPD organization worked 
hard during the campaign, con
ducting more meetings than all 
the other parties put together. 
The party has overcome its former 
inexperience and disunity,.and 
is developing into a well-oiled 
political machine. The organ
ization fields speakers and pro
vides canned speeches and prop
aganda materials to local groups. 
The NPD’s heritage is not purely 
Nazi. It encompasses more re
spectable antecedents, such as 
the Deutschnationaler (German 
Nationalists) and other conser
vative elements. In the inter
ests of avoiding a government 
ban, the National Democratic 
Party shuns blatantly Nazi 
appeals and tactics.

Adolf von Thadden, the na
tional leader of the NPD, is a 
smooth personality from a Junker 
family who denies charges that 
he was an active Nazi. He seems 
to model himself more on De 
Gaulle than on Hitler. The 
Baden-Wuerttemberg leader of the 
party, Wilhelm Gutmann, is a 
former Nazi. During "the good 
old days," he was Buergermeister 
of Tiengen on the Swiss border, 
where he .sponsored anti-Semitic
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activities.in T938. He refused 
to permit the raising of white 
flags when the Allied forces ar
rived in 1945. Despite his past, 
he won 15,000 votes in Karlsruhe. 
In one commune in the' northern 
end of the state, the NPD gained 
ah absolute majority with 55 per
cent of the vote; this ;was- the.- 
home Of an NPD candidate named 
Valentin Goetz, who had been 
voted out as Buergormeister two 
years' before.

The NPD won its greatest 
relative successes in three 
northern districts: Oehringen 
(14.8 percent), Crailsheim (14.5 
percent), and Taubcrbischofsheim 
(14.3 percent). The first two of 
these districts are largely prot
estant; the latter is predomi
nantly Catholic. This' northern 
area, and especially its Hohen- 
lohe section, is ^filled with dis
satisfied small farmers, who now 
face Common Market competition 

and who have recently suffered 
the: loss of a-state subsidy on 
milk. Rural dissatisfaction pro
vides opportunities for the NPD, 
but this is not a promising base 
for a mass movement", particularly 
since the farm' population in, the 
Federal Republic has dropped in 
the last ten years from 20 per
cent to 11 percent. Another im
portant voting factor in this 
northern area is the relatively 
high proportion of refugees, who 
were probably aroused by recent 
statements by Willy Brandt about 
the Oder-Neisse line and by the 
failure of the CpU to-react more 
forcefully against Brandt.

As was the case in the 
early 1930s, overwhelmingly 
Catholic areas, where the Church 
influences its members politi
cally, had the lowest right ex
tremist vote. One overwhelm
ingly Protestant district, 
Freudenstadt, also produced a

ADOLF VON THaODEN WILHELM GUTMANN
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low NPD vote. A' postelection 
poll of 1967 voters, in Bremen 

,.. showed, that," unlike the Hitler 
movement, the National■Democrats 
do not’yet attract many women 
•and youth. • More than two thirds 

—: of ,thc voters for the,party, 
were males, and the strongest 
participation was in the 45 to 

.60 age bracket.

FDP Gains and Losses

The FDP profited from its 
position in the opposition. Ralf 
Dahrendorf, a sociologist from 
the University of. Konstanz with 
an international reputation, has 

.. recently entered the party and 
has assumed a leading role, in
fluencing the FDP in a loftward 
direction and attracting left
liberal support. In the Stuttgart 
district where he was a candidate, 
the party vote rose by 6 percent. 
On the other hand, the new pat
tern is not acceptable to many 
old members of this tradition
ally business-oriented party, who 
looking askance at Dahrendorfs 
readiness to debate and discuss 
with Rudi Dutschke and other rad
ical students. Two of the three 

• districts with heaviest NPD gains 
also showed heavy FDP losses, as 
did some other former FDP areas 
of strength.

new and’ uncommi tted votes. It . 
is fortunate for the SPD leaders 
in Bonn that the annual party 
congress came before-the Baden- 
Wuerttemberg election. It is 
hardly likely that the congress 
would now defeat a motion with
holding. endorsement of the coali
tion, as it did by a four-vote 
margin in March. Assuming the 
SPD remains faithful to the 
Bonn coalition now, the prospects 
are for further erosion of its 
strength and for greater diffi
culties within its .ranks.

Meanwhile, the NPD probably 
will continue to grow in in
fluence. It now is probably 
stronger in some other .areas 
than in Baden-Wuerttemberg. A 
change from proportional rep
resentation to single-member.. .
constituencies, which might have

'Mannhvim 

Baden- 
Wuerttemberg HcUklb'r«

Heilbronn.

.Karlsruhv

.Tauber* 
«hcim

Ochringen

Crall»bcim

Pforsheim*
#STl HTGART 

Eldingen

Perspectives on the Vote

The over-all picture appears 
to be that while both the Chris
tian Democrats and the Free Demo
crats lost to the NPD, they gained 
at the expense of the Socialists. 
The Socialists suffered from 
apathy and incurred some loss to 
both the NPD and Democratic Left. 
The NPD probably garnered some

Freudenstadt

^Freiburg

Tuebingen
Ulm*

Tienuen .Con.tani
90421 l-4t
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served to block NPD growth, has 
nowbecome eVen 'less acceptable

• than before to the SPD, which/- 
wbuldhave'lost threfe-fifths of 
its Baden-Wuerttemberg, seats

, under .this syst^/•
. A ban of the NPD appears 

unlikely unless' the party com
mits some flagrant violation of 

, accepted rules,. A Bonn press of- 
1fice spokesman has stated that 
•the government will.seek a po- ■ 
■litical debate with the NPD, and 
not a ban. On present form, the 
NPD may get .40 seats in the 1969 
Bundestag elections. An attempt 
to set a higher minimum- per
centage of votes (present mini- 

■ mums five percent) for Bundestag, 
representation would arouse.. . 
violent FPD opposition, and does 
not seem to be under serious con
sideration at the moment. It 
would violate German tradition, 
and might produce a reaction in 
favor of the NPD, enabling it 
to overstep even the new margin.

Although.the growth of 
the NPD is disturbing, alarm does 
not seem to be warranted. In the 
early 1930s, Germany suffered 
from depression and high unem
ployment, and had bitter memories 
of a recent inflation which wiped 
out savings. Powerful elements 
in the government and society/ 
including President von llinden- 
berg, the army, the courts, and 
heavy industry, were highly re
actionary and either cool or hos
tile to republican democracy—as 
were the professors and students. 
Racism was rampant and more or 
less respectable, and unwilling
ness to accept defeat in World . 
War I provided endloss opportu

nities for demagoguery’.. All 
these conditions arenbw vir
tually absent. The defeat in 
1945, and subsequent disclosures, 
work to discredit any real Nazi, 
manifestations.. Moreover, the 
fact that-no other state will 
elect a neiii assembly before the 
1969 federal elections may help 
to prevent a real bandwagon de
velopment. It must be emphasized 
that the NPD is still a small 
party, if no longer a mere splin
ter group.

The Coalition Problem

German observers tend to be 
more worried about the effect of 
the NPD showing on foreign opin
ion than about the increase in 
NPD strength itself, and their 
greatest concern is over the pros
pects for the grand coalition, 
resulting from the SPD losses. 
A Baden-Wuerttemberg SPD conven
tion voted on 18 May against con
tinuing the coalition in Stuttgart 
and the old state SPD leaders 
resigned. This would seem to 
make the prospects for the Bonn 
coalition less favorable.

At the same time, the FDP 
appears not to be in a mood to 
return to a coalition in either 
Bonn or Stuttgart. Dahrendorf 
has suggested that there might be 
a CDU minority government in the 
state. State CDU leaders may, 
however, prefer to call new elec
tions if a coalition cannot be 
formed. In this event, they 
would appeal for an absolute ma
jority from the voters. If they 
got it and if the NPD vote de
clined, this would be encouraging, 
but new elections might also have 
a less favorable outcome.
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I-f the.-1969 federal election' 
... follows .pie pattern of the 28-.

April election,- the same problems 
will arise in Bonn. With this .

, kind of '^..breakdown of the vote, 
1 the FDP and the. SPD together can
not form a majority, and .'a re
fusal on. the part of both of 
them to join the CDU means that 

z the latter cannot organize a ma
jority government either—unless7 
the CDU invites NPD collabora-. 
tibn, which it is far from ready 
to do. -

A collapse of the grand 
coalition in .Bonn either before 
or after 1969 and a return by 
the SPD to opposition positions 
would signify more than a passing 
cabinet crisis. In the past, 
parties -tended to harden into 
intransigence, committed to par
ticular ideological and material 
interests, and unable to reach 
pragmatic compromises with each 
other. In recent years, West 
German politicians have tried to 
break with this tradition and 
to work o.i the consensus prin-. 
ciple. A failure of these ef
forts would have serious impli
cations. If—as does not Seem 

• likely at present—the three 
major parties were unable to 
form a majority government, this 
might lead to severe instability 
and the discrediting of par
liamentary government.

Bonn and Weimar

Many misleading analogies 
have been drawn .between the Bonn 
and Weimar republics. One Weimar 
precedent may help, however, to 

explain why some observers view - 
the coalition problem seriously. 
In March 1930, another grand 
coalition with SPD participation 
collapsed bvsr the'question of 
cuts in unemployment insurance, 
leading to the formation 'of a 
conservative majority government 
under Heinrich Bruening.. Bruening 
was later replaced by the reac-4 
tionary Franz von Papen, who in 
turn was followed first by a wlre-t., 
pulling general, Kurt von Schlei
cher, and then by Adolf Hitler. 
The worst aspect of the SPD with
drawal was that it made the par
liament ineffective and power
less .

Once minority government was 
embarked on, supported by presi
dential prerogatives, there was 
no effective test for legitimacy 
except the will of Hindenburg by 
then susceptible and old. The 
Nazis ultimately came to power, 
not by a majority vote, but through 
the paralysis and impotence of the 
constitutional system and through 
intrigues in the presidential 
palace on the part of those, espe
cially Papen and Schleicher, who 
thought they could "use” Nazi 
mass support.

In contrast to the 30s, 
the presidential powers now are 
far weaker,* and aside from all 
the other factors inhibiting a 
recurrence, the Weimar precedent 
itself must influence SPD leaders 
in Bonn. They are completely 
committed personally to the pres
ent coalition. A decision to 
go into opposition is unlikely 
under Brandt and Wehner.

’77ie absence of executive emergency powers is not of course without dangers. In a bitter parliamentary deadlock, an 
illegal assumption of power, perhaps by extragovemmental elements, might be the only way out.
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"Another possibility might 
be a; "left-wing withdrawal ..from 
the.SPD, although the leadership 
for a dissident.faction has yet 
.to emerge. This might .provide 
a healthy outlet'for‘criticism 
of the system withbofc" a turn to 
minority rule,. Unlike the early 
1930s, virtually all West Ger
man politicians now would do their 
best to maintain a functioning 
constitutional systemi Real 
dangers will probably not arise 
unless, as in the late Weimar 
period, the government finds it
self confronted with economic 
or political problems which seem 
to defy compromise settlement or 
rational solution*.

Immediate Prospects

Assuming that' the Bonn co-' 
alition lasts until the 1969 
elections, its leading members 
may still modify their policies 
somewhat in the light of the 
Baden-Wuerttemberg experience. 
The adverse vote of the refugees 
in the recent election could act 
as a brake on the policy of de
tente with Czechoslovakia and 
Poland, although there is no sign 
of this as yet. Chancellor Kie- 
singer has attributed NPD gains 
partly.to “years of agitation 
against our own history and against 
healthy self-confidence," which 
suggests that he may try to sound 
a more nationalistic note. To

the extent to which -the results 
continue to be attributed to 
student-activities, this will 
-strengthen the demand for firm
ness. Even before the election, 
Brandt sent a telegram to SPD 
state headquarters, advising that 
speakers should- react "completely 
hard” against student demonstra
tions.

Although the antistudent re
action does not seem to have been 
as important a factor as some have 
believed it to be, constant vio
lence and provocation on the part 
of the students, accompanied by 
constant press attention, could 
lead to severe official or unof
ficial counteraction. This, in 
turn, could bring more serious 
student violence, perhaps with 
the support of other elements.

Some matters of student con
cern have appeal for others. Thus 
students and many trade unionists 
oppose emergency laws, and this 
question is again being agitated. 
Because of the Nazi experience, 
there is widespread aversion among 
left-of-center elements to the 
use of force in the name of "or
der,". however great the provoca
tion. But also because of the 
Nazi experience, a really large 
increase in NPD votes does not 
seem likely in the 1969 election, 
or in an earlier new election in 
Baden-Wuerttemberg, should that 
come to pass. (CONFIDENTIAL)
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THE NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY IN WEST GERMANY
The poor showing of the ultranati'onalistic 

National Democratic Party (NPD)’. in recent elections 
in several.West German states clearly disproves the 
party’s claim-of providing an acceptable alternative 
to the policies and.programs of the country’s major 
parties. The NPD’s failure to. maintain the momentum 
suggested by the successes scored in two state ' 
elections last fall.is directly, attributable both 
to its own well-publicized internal dissension and 
to voter preference for the Christian Democrats and 
Socialists deriving from the image of vigor and* 
decisiveness imparted by their "grand coalition* 
under Chancellor Kiesinger. Barring some serious 
reversal in the fortunes of the Kiesinger government— 
which is unlikely—it is doubtful- that the NPD will 
be any more successful than other fringe groups have 
been in seeking to rally latent right-radical senti
ment in Germany and revive it as a dynamic political 
force.

Election Setbacks

The NPD has claimed wide 
attention both in Germany and 
abroad and led many observers 
to conclude that it was a force 
to be reckoned wi-th. Within two 
and a half years of its founding 
in November 1964, the party 
elected representatives to the 
legislatures in five of West 
Germany's ten states (11 counting 
West Berlin). In elections this 
April the party was expected to 
obtain close to 10 percent of 
the vote in Rhineland-Palatinate 
and 12 to 15 percent in Schleswig- 
Holstein but actually won only 
four seats in each parliament 
with 6.9 and 5.8 percent of the 
vote respectively. In the 4 June 
election in the party's “home

base bastion" of Lower Saxony, 
the NPD's performance was simi
larly unimpressive—7 percent 
of the. vote and 10 Landtag seats..

Emphasis by party leaders 
on their success in gaining rep
resentation in all the states 
where the party has competed 
during the past year has not 
masked their disappointment that 
the NPD's momentum of growth has 
leveled off. The party’s failure 
to make a good showing in 
Schleswig-Holstein and Lower 
Saxony—areas considered particu
larly susceptible to nationalist 
appeals--is especially damaging, 
and raises fundamental doubt 
about the party's future pros
pects.
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Origins', and Early Successes

.:5t_-:’Fdrmed from the remnants of-. 
the<dfefunct German Reich Party 
(DRP)'—one of a number of ultra- 
nationalistic-- splinter groups 
which.have dotted the political 
landscape of.postwar Germany-.-the, 
NPD.quickly established a polit
ical apparatus capable of func
tioning throughout the country. 
The new party'soon distinguished 
itself by its relative success 
in attracting the support of other 
ultranationalistic-elements and a 
variety of political-malcontents. 
Earlier;attempts by other.groups 
to unite disparate nationalists 
invariably had foundered on.-per
sonal rivalries and tactical dis
agreements. Some were- no more 
than platforms for self-expres
sion by leaders advocating a 
particular set of extremist no
tions. Even the most successful, 
the Socialist Reich Party (SRP) , 
which at its high water mark 
obtained 11 percent of the vote 
in the- Lower Saxony Landtag elec
tions in'1951, was unable to 
establish effective working rela
tions with rival rightist groups 
before it 'was outlawed by the 
West German supreme court in 
1952.

During its first year, the 
NPD encountered many of the prob
lems experienced by its predeces
sors. The party was unable to put 
on an effective campaign for the 
September 1965 national elections 
and obtained only 2 percent of 
the votes--short of the 5-percent 
minimum required for representa
tion in the Bundestag. In local

elections in'Bavaria and Schleswig- 
Holstein in March 1966, however, 
the .NPD showed that it could com
mand pockets of strength. In the 
Bavarian cities of Nuremberg arid 
Bayreuth, it received between 7 
arid 10 percent of the vote and___
elected representatives to the lo
cal governing councils. These 
gains were facilitated by epneen- ' 
trating the party’s efforts in 
selected areas such as the Protes
tant centers of Middle and Upper 
Franconia in heavily Catholic 
Bavaria.

The first clear demonstra
tion' that the .NPD could attract 
more than the ultranationalist 
vote came two weeks later in 
Hamburg, where the party nearly 
doubled its vote as compared with 
the Bundestag election the year 
before. Although the NPD failed 
to elect any deputies, the Chris
tian Democrats and the Socialists 
were concerned about its ability 
to secure even 3.9 percent of 
the vote. The threat to the tra
ditional third party, the conserva
tive Free Democrats (FDP) became 
apparent. The FDP fell a third 
below its 1965 vote and lost 4 of 
its 12 seats in the Hamburg city 
council. Profiting from a decline 
in the economy which was already 
under way and the increasing pub
lic disenchantment with the lead
ership of then Chancellor Erhard 
in Bonn, the NPD accelerated both 
its organizational effort and its 
public relations campaign.

The stage was then set for 
the party’s breakthrough in the 
Hesse and Bavaria state elections
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last fall ’in which it won 7.9 and 
7.4 percent of the vote and 
elected 8 and 15 deputies respec
tively. In Bavaria the : NPD 
emerged aa the only small party 
in the Landtag, causing the FDP 
to lose itsrepresentation in the 

‘ legislature for the1.first time' in 
its history. ' By underlining the 
weakness of the FDP, the•election 
outcome contributed to, the forma
tion of the grand coalition gov
ernment in Bonn by the Christian 
Democrats and the Socialists.

For the major parties, the 
NPD’s successes had disturbing 
implications. In contrast to its 
various predecessors, the NPD 
appeared capable of mobilizing 
urban as well as ruxal support 
and of altering the general trend 
long evident in most West German 
elections toward a two-party 
system. In Hesse, the combined 
vote of the Christian Democrats 
■and Socialists was a lower per
centage of the total vote than in 
the previous election four years 
earlier. Still more significantly, 
however, Hesse and Bavaria pro
vided further evidence of the 
NPD’s ability to attract "pro
test" votes from various dis
affected lower-middle-class ele
ments including small businessmen 
and farmers unhappy with their 
lot in, present-day Germany.

Basic Characteristics and 
Sources of Support

In spite of its direct 
lineage from the old German 
Reich Paity, the NPD has tried 
to dispel the impression among 

the general public that it is the 
spiritual heir of Hitler's Na- ( 
tional Socialists. The party has 
sought acceptance as a legitimate 
political party and insists that 
it intends to function within the 
established democratic order. 
Party spokesmen maintain that it 
differs irom the established par-' 
ties primarily in its allegedly 
superior devotion to the national 
interest, which they accuse the 
governing parties in Bonn of 
having failed to protect. lThe 
NPD says it offers the voter a 
genuine choice between bankrupt 
policies of the major parties and 
a return to national morality.

As much as some NPD support
ers might wish to play down the 
party's Nazi associations, how
ever, it has been clearly estab
lished that the leadership con
sists of a nucleus of former 
Nazis,who have been active in 
neo-Nazi parties throughout the 
postwar years. According to 
police reports, some 2,000 of 
the estimated 25,000 members of 
the NPD belonged to the Nazi party 
before 1933. This ratio is roughly 
eight times that for the public 
as a whole. The party has lost 
libel suits in which it has chal
lenged charges of neo-Nazism. 
The German Interior Ministry 
notes the parallels in political 
outlook and philosophy between 
the NPD and the Nazis, and main
tains that the party's activities 
"approach" unconstitutionality. 
In the words of one former party 
member, the NPD is made up of 
people "who have forgotten nothing 
and learned nothing" from Germany’s 
past.
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The Bonn government is gen
erally reluctant, however, to ban 
the NPD, believing that it would 
be imprudent to drive pie ultra- 
rightists underground,;™ If the 
NPD were to score impressive new. 
successes in future elections, 

'however, the resulting concern 
in the major parties might prompt 
a reconsideration of this policy. 
Interior Minister Lue’cke favors 
banning the party as soon as 

’enough evidence can be obtained 
to assure successful court action. 
It is also possible that new 
NPD gains would motivate the 
established parties to make pro
posed changes in the electoral 

. law that would make it more dif
ficult for the NPD to obtain 
Bundestag representation.

Although the NPD program is 
strongly reminiscent of Hitlerian 
National Socialism, the party's 
electoral supporters in Hesse 
and Bavaria also include persons 
who have no prior Nazi affilia
tions or any particular suscepti
bility to Nazism per se. It has 
managed to attract impulsive 
youngsters, as well as political 
malcontents of all ages. . Its 
membership includes individuals 
from a broad range of occupations. 
The NPD's special appeal among 
the lower-middle-class, and par
ticularly among the small business
men and farmers is reinforced by 
the economic squeeze these groups 
are experiencing as a result of 
government economy measures. In 
Hesse and Bavaria, the party did 
especially well in areas noted 
for traditional German nationalism 

and in areas which are predomi
nantly Protestant. Many NPD,ad
herents are expellees from the 
territories lost at. the end of 
World. War II.

The makeup of the formal 
NPD membership is not radically 
different in age or occupatioiy - 
group from a.cross section of the 
general public, however, there 
are certain characteristics of 
NPD supporters which set them 
apart from supporters of the 
three major parties. The NPD 
tends to attract a somewhat larger 
number of older persons as well 
as young adults, and the number 
of lower middle class members, 
including pensioners, is dis
proportionately large. Formal 
membership among students, how
ever, is very small and only 350 
of a total of 244,000 university 
students are on the party rolls..

There is no evidence that 
the NPD receives significant 
financial support from German 
industrialists. It is, however, 
able to operate in the black. 
The sound state of its finances 
is in part a result of its prac
tice of charging admission to its 
rallies. This serves the double 
function of making the rank and 
file feel that they have a stake 
in the party and of making it 
necessary for its opponents to 
pay for the right to heckle. The 
party also derives considerable 
sums from, membership dues, sub
scriptions to party publications, 
and donations from members and 
sympathizers.
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Party leader Von Thadden at Second NPD Congress 
at Karlsruhe, June 1966

NPD audience: a characteristic cross section
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Rumors of clandestine fi
nancial support from the. Commu
nists or from sympathizers among 
Nazi emigrants to;Latin America 

/have hot been.confirmed.

Despite NPD claims'of wider 
spread sympathy in.the West German 
armed forces, there is no evidence 
of this.' German security of-fi- • 
cials .'estimate that no more than 
2 percent of armed forces members 
are card-carrying NPD members. 
Since the NPD is a legal political 
organization, military leaders 
are constrained from openly in
fluencing members of the armed 
forces to oppose it.

Many Germans are probably 
reluctant openly to admit their 
support for an organization like 
the NPD._ It is significant, how
ever, that only 6 percent of 
respondents to a national opinion 
poll in January 1967 indicated a 
preference for the NPD.

Leadership Problems

The most notable single 
handicap confronting the NPD is 
the weakness of its leadership. 
None o'f its leaders possesses any 
great talent or stature. Cer
tainly no individual with Hitler’s 
demagogic genius has yet ap
peared. The absence of strong 
leadership in what has been called 
a "fuehrer-oriented party" has 
left it divided and weakened by 
factionalism. This was clearly 
demonstrated in March 1967 when 
then party chairman Fritz Thielen 
and Deputy Chairman Adolf von 
Thadden engaged in a public feud 
which further damaged the party's 

reputation. An outgrowth of long
standing personal antagonism, the 
dispute was triggered by Thielen’s 
resistance to Von Thadden's at
tempted take-over as party chair
man in Lower Saxony. Thielen 
claimed that Von Thadden's elec
tion to the state chairmanship 
had been illegal and would hurt 
the party's reputation. The par
ty's federal executive, however, 
turned the tables on Thielen and 
not only voted to reinstate Von - 
Thadden but also to drop Thielen 
from the national chairmanship and 
expel him from the party. Thielen 
clung to the helm under a temporary, 
court order until finally throwing 
in the sponge in early May with 
an announcement of his formation 
of a new, rival party, the Na
tional Peoples Party (NVP).

More of an archconservative 
than a neo-Nazi, Thielen was never 
more than a figurehead. Real au
thority and leadership—as well as 
ideological guidance—was provided 
by Von Thadden. Von Thadden is. 
a 45-year-old native of Pomerania, 
a member of a prominent and aris
tocratic Prussian family, a number 
of whose members were prominent 
in the anti-Nazi resistance. Al
though Von Thadden applied for 
Nazi party membership he appar
ently was never formally admitted. 
An ardent nationalist, Von Thadden 
aspires to become a German De 
Gaulle rather than a re-creator of 
the German Reich.

Other leaders of some promi
nence include Otto Hess, party 
propaganda chief, and Waldemar 
Schuetz, editor of the NPD's
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official weekly, Deutsche 
Nachrichten. Doth were active 
Nazis. ~

Thielen’s departure-clears 
the way for Von Thadden formally 
to take over leadership’of the 

,NPD. It is doubtful that Thielen 
_has the .personal force or follow-- 
ing to organize a party with 
significant strength. The impact 
of the new party on the NPD will 
probably be small since the bulk 
of the NPD membership appears to 
prefer the leadership and ideology 
of the Von Thadden group. On 
the other hand, the strengthening 
of extremist tendencies within the 
NPD signaled by the triumph of 
Von Thadden may hurt the party's 
interests in the long run. The 
result is also likely to assist 
those actively seeking a formal 
government crackdown on the party.

Program

In addition to its leadership 
difficulties, another failing of 
the NPD is its inability as yet to 
offer a clear, positive program 
relevant to existing problems. 
Xenophobic and opportunistic, the 
NPD feeds upon nostalgia for an 
older German nationalism, discon
tent with the existing social or
der, and Germany's international 
standing and frustration over the 
fact that reunification remains 
as distant a prospect as ever. 
Its stated objectives are ill de
fined, when not deliberately am
biguous, and are sometimes incon
sistent. Its electoral approach 
is generally negative and destruc
tively critical rather than af
firmative. Its principal targets

include foreign interests and cul
ture which undermine old values 
and "de-Germanize the fatherland." 
It attacks the renunciation by 
those in power of what the NPD 
regards as justified German ob
jectives. It deplores what it 
considers the miseducation and 
corruption of youth, "crime in the 
streets," foreign aid, and the- 
competition of foreign workers..

The NPD demands an end to 
German dependence on the US and 
calls for the revival of German 
national consciousness. It at
tempts to draw a parallel between 
West German - US relations and 
those between the East German 
regime and the USSR. In order to 
free Germany from foreign domina^- 
tion, NPD spokesmen maintain, 
American "occupation" forces must 
go, although not before the with
drawal of Russian troops, which 
the NPD would have occur simultane
ously with that of US troops. 
Germany must again become master 
of its own fate, party leaders in
sist, and the "lie" of war guilt 
and war crimes trials must be 
ended and a new German general 
staff created. .A,key demand is 
that the reunification of Germany 
cannot be limited to uniting West 
and East Germany but must include 
the lands beyond the Oder-Neisse 
border now held by Poland. Al
though it docs not advocate the 
use of force to achieve this ob
jective, the party holds out hope 
that recovery will be possible by 
a Machiavellian deal of some sort. 
NPD spokesmen at present renounce 
a national nuclear capability for 
Germany.
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The party puts forth slogans 
proclaiming "Germany for the Ger
mans" and "Europe for the Euro
peans." . Indeed, the NPD favors 
a united Europe somewhat along the 
lines advocated by be Gaulle. 
Europe, it holds, should be com
pletely independent of the US, 
and possess it's' own nuclear deter
rent. It should be built on a 
Franco-German alliance that smaller 
European countries sooner or later 
would have to join. The NPD would 
welcome the decay of NATO as sig
naling the end of sterile policies 
which do not serve Germany's real 
interests.

In seeking to gain the broad
est popular acceptance, the party 
avoids affirming the more extreme 
aspects of Nazi ideology. There 
is, for example, no obvious anti- 
Semitism in.the party program - 
and Jews technically could become 
party members. The private atti
tudes of the leadership, however, 
are said to resemble traditional 
Nazi anti-Semitism closely. The 
NPD makes vague references, more
over, to the importance of "blood 
ties," rejects evidence relating 
to the Nazi extermination policy, 
makes derogatory references to 
the Jews in the party press, and 
denounces aid to Israel.

In recent campaigning in 
Lower Saxony, NPD spokesmen 
shifted tactics somewhat by no 
longer stressing issues obviously 
associated with the Nazi period 
such as war guilt and reparations.' 
Instead, they sought to exploit 
current grievances including 
the economic recession, unemploy
ment, lack of progress on reuni

fication, and.what they called 
the unreliability of NATO.

Future Prospects

The NPD's failure to main
tain the momentum of last fall's 
successes in this year's state 
elections in Schleswig-Holstein, 
Rhineland-Palatinate, and Lower 
Saxony is a serious blow to the 
party's hopes. The squabble 
among the leadership apparently 
reinforced the feeling among un
committed elements that casting 
a protest vote for the NPD was 
not worthwhile under present cir
cumstances. The widespread dis
content among farmers over gov
ernment economy measures did not 
result in a significant shift of 
votes to the NPD. Moreover, 
there has been a .strong resur
gence of general confidence in 
the Bonn government. Although 
the NPD benefited last fall from 
the popular dissatisfaction with 
the Erhard government, the grand 
coalition headed by CDU Chancellor 
Kiesinger has displayed vigor and 
decisiveness which has been re
warded at the polls.

Even if the NPD were to fol
low its forerunners into oblivion 
it would not mark the end of right
ist extremism. A portion of the 
German electorate will remain re
ceptive to this kind of appeal. 
In the absence of, a party such as 
the NPD, right-wing voters tend 
to give their support to one of 
the insignificant splinter par
ties, or to one of the more con
servative established parties, 
such as the FDP, when they vote 
at all.
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It is possibler-although in- 
creasingly;uhlikely--that- the NPD 
could turn but to resemble other 
parties of a national-conserva
tive stamp. Despite the radical
views of some of,their members; - 
such' groups have^managed..to. op
erate withput'-subversive mani
festations. The German Party (DPI, 
for example, which had been rep
resented in several North'German 
state legislatures and in the 
Bundestag conducted itself.in a 
responsible fashion? .

The NPD at present draws, a 
good deal of this traditional' 
right-wing vote from the old Refu
gee Party, the DP, and small con
servative regional parties such 
as the Bavarian Party. The total 
extremist vote,' however, has in
creased very little since the 
establishment of the NPD. Es
timates of the extent "of hard-core • 
ultranationalist sentiment in 
Germany vary between 5 and 15 per
cent of the electorate. Under 
present conditions this does not 
constitute a threat to German dem
ocratic institutions and is not

greater than the degree of ex
tremist sentiment in-other West
ern. European countries.'

Outlook

Assuming the NPD survives „ 
the current period of internal.,.. . 
strife, its potential for further 
growth beyond its present 6- to 
8-percent range appears to be 
limited under conditions now pre
vailing in West Germany-. The NPD 
is still capable of capitalizing 
on circumstances which might pre
sent themselves as a result of a 
protracted economic recession or 
major political blunders which 
would discredit the present gov
ernment leadership. The outcome 
of recent state elections, how
ever, tends to confirm that the 
overwhelming majority of German 
voters continues to prefer the 
moderate; -albeit'increasingly • ~ 
independent and nationalist, pol
icies of the major parties and 
the government, and rejects the 
radical alternatives advocated 
by the NPD. (SECRET)
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1. .(Summary: The West German Federal Office for the Protection 
• ’ of the Constitution (BfV) and its regional affiliates

j ’ ’ (LfV.) have undertaken a program to monitor and counter
I ■ ‘ the activities of the National Democratic Party (NPD).

. * • Included in this program are efforts to penetrate the NPD 
at all its levels, to monitor its membership and finances, 
and to counter its Influence.)

i

i 
i

।

i-
i i i 
!

i 
।

••2. Reports For a number of yearS; the BfV has been engaged in |
penetrating and monitoring the activities of right radical .'
organizations. Since the establishment of the NPD in., . . .--.■j r«o,' 
1964,the BfV has made a concerted effort to penetrate it |
at both the national and regional levels. This effort has I
resulted in the recruitment of about 60 sources with access I
to the NPD organizations at. all levels. In several cases •
the BfV or LfV have been able to recruit local NPD county 
chairmen and in six Laender have access to the minutes and •
files of the Land organizations. The BfV has also.penetrated i
the.national headquarters of the NPD in Hannover.'

i
3. Through its penetration of the national organization, the 

BfV has been able to obtain and photograph the entire mem
bership rolls, which currently contain about 20,000 names. 
The national list has been augmented by additional member
ship-applications obtained via penetrations of the 1 1

5 . Land organizations.. The BfV is currently in the process 5
4 of tracing all of these membership applications against 4
3 the master Nazi Party membership files at the American 3
2 2
» __________
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controlled Berlin Document Center. Although this tracing 
activity han, not b'.er. conplpt bd and ' is hnridi rapped by lack 
of personnel at the Berlin Document .Center, the BfV estimates 
Its current flic on the NPD is far more accurate than the 
flics at the NPD headquarters, Because of its access to

, / the Berlin Document.'Center, the BfV wi 11 eventually, have
a better estimate of the number of NPD members who are 
former Nazi Party members than does the NPD itself.

4; The BfV is also making a concerted effort to obtain docu- 
\ mentary evidence on the NPD's sources of income. The recruit- 

ment efforts to do this are directed at spotting and recruit- 
ing clerical help who Wprk/in NPD offices and have access 

'V-'.':?-’1' to files. Information in the BfVJs possession to date, 
which.includes considerable documentary evidence regarding 
finances, indicates that the party is not receiving any 
substantial financial .assistance from abroad. The principal 

; ” . .. • sources of funds are as follows:

a. The monthly DM 3.” membership dues. For the 
*20,000 members, this amounts to DM 60,000 per month 
or DM720,000 a year.

b. Subscription fees for publications, 

c. Single donations from financially well-to-do 
members and supporters.

■ d. Admission fees for political rallies. The BfV
has registered, since May 1966 when the NPD began its 
campaign in Bavaria, a total of more than 2p00 polit
ical rallies In Bavaria. Although at times more than 
one third of those attending such rallies were 
estimated to be opposed to the NPD, everyone attending 
the rally paid an admission fee. The BfV estimates 
that the NPD has been able through the above sources 
of income to collect from DM 3,ODO,000 to DM 4,000,000. 
The LfV are watching this funding quite closely, 
particularly for evidence of financing from Communist 
countries. Thus far they have been unable to sub
stantiate the existence of any such support. Although 
there is.no firm evidence of actual financial support 
of the NPD from Communist sources, the BfV is aware 
of an intei ost. on the part of the Eastern intelligence 
services to penetrate the NPD and monitor its activities.

5. At the instigation of federal Minister of Interior Luecke, 
the BfV has undertaken to establish a confidential all-party 
committee consisting of memoers of the Social Democratic 
Party (SPD), Free Democratic Party (FDP), and the Christian 
Democratic Union (CDU) and the Trade Union Movement (DGB) 
to counter the, NPD in Rheinland-Pfalz prior to the upcoming 
elections in spring 1967. All of the parties have agreed 
to participate and this activity is moving ahead. Recently 
at a two-day conference chaired by the BfV in a village 
on the Mosel Riverj it was decided not only to counteract 
NPD.propaganda during the election campaign, but also to 
undertake orientation lectures for all officials in the . 
Rheinland-Pfalz and other local governments who have shown 
NPD leanings. These courses will be launched as soon as 
the campaign gets underway. A similar propaganda and 
ofientation activity-is also being planned for the elections 
in Schleswig-Holstein.in 1967.

6. The BfV has persuaded the DGB to Bet up an action group 
5 aimed at organizing the Labor movement into countering the
4 
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Influence of the NPD. The BfV is assisting the DGB in 
working out methods for the infiltration of workers into 
NPD organizations to report and counteract their influence 
within factories and workers councils. .The BfV has also 
established contact with the German Industrial Institute 
in Cologne, which, is. sponsored by the German equivalent of 
the U.S. National Association of Manufacturers. The BfV 
used as an argument with the industrialists the fact that 
increasing. Influence of the NPD in German industry would 
have a negative-effect upon foreign trade.

7. The BfV undertook a.; survey of the election results at the 
village and county level in.Land Hesse. This,survey showed 

.< that the NPD had substantial success in areas containing 
3;?: , Geraan military, installations. It was further determined 
?■’ that the NPD had considerable appeal among non-commissioned 

professional soldiers who feel they have failed to find 
acceptance*in the postwar German society. This negative 
attitude has been less among Bundeswehr officers and draftees 

than among, non-commissioned officers,who feel themselves under-
v. .paid and lacking in social acceptance. The BfV has contacted 
’ the security organizations of the Bundeswehr to under

take a program of orientation to counter the influence of 
the NPD within the Bundeswehr.

Headquarters Comment: CS-3.11/16288-66 from a different 
source reported that the President of the West German 
Association of Military Reservists had stated that a 
large percentage of older reserve officers and non
commissioned officers had voted for the NPD in the Land 
Hesse election.
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Stellenbesetziing des 3ur.desp.ar

(Stand: 1.10.1966)

Parteivorsi tz e n d e

THIELEN, .Friedrich {Fritz), geb. 25-9.16 in Breaen, . 
wohnhaft: Bremen-Scnonebeck, Brauteichen 19 
Beruf: Betonfabrikant
Friihere Organ!satiohszugehrrigkeitr.
Grundungsmx tgliea der CDU,
Mitglied der Bremer Biirgerschaften, 
1957 Mitglied und spater Landesvo.raitzender der 
"Deutschen Partei" (DP) in Bremen.
NSDAP: nicht Mitglied

L• Stellvertre ter:

GUTMANN, Wilhelm, geb. 9.6.1900 in Basel,
wohnhaft: Karlsruhe, Kaiserallee 30
Beruf: Angestellter
1. Vorsitzender des Landesverbandes Baden-Wurttemberg 
der NPD
Friihere OrganisationszugehbrigKeit/ 
f'GesEuntdeutsche Parte/"(GDP/Bar.), + Orni erter-
ehem. Funktionar des "Bundesverbandes eheu.Internier 
und Entnazifizierungsgeschadigter

NSDAP: 1.3.1932
1933 Burgermeister in Tiengen

von THADDEN, Adolf, geb. 7.7.1921 in Trieglaff, 
wohnhaft: Be’rithe, Larchenweg 6
Beruf; Chefredakteur
Friihere Organisationszugehorigkeit:
1949 Mitglied der "Deutschen iiechts-Partei" (DRP), 
Mitglied des Deutschen Bundestages in der Fraktion 
"Nationale Rechte",
1950 Mxtgl. u. Funktionar der "Deutschen Reichspartei"(DRP) 
195§<=i959 Mitglied des niedersachaischen Landtagea.
NSDAP: '175.1939

</■£££? *.

K

4

4

WINTER. Franz Florian, geb. 23-3.1923 in Amberg, 
wohnhaft: Tegernsee, oahnhofstr. 11 
Beruf: Metzgermeister u. Fachredakteur
1. Vorsitzender des Landesverbandes Bayern der NPD
Friihere Organisationszugehorigkeit:
CSU-Mitglied u. Mitglied der Landesleitung
GDP-Mitglied u. Mitglied des Vorstandea dea Landeaaus- 
schusaes und des Kreisverbandea 
NSDAP: nicht Mitglied
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III. Pra? -,d lum:

wennhaf
..Otto. Theodor, get.’ 51.5.1906 in Paris,
: Bremen-Vegesack, Gerhard-Rohlfo-Str. 61

Beruf: Kaufmann
Vorsitzender des Landesverbandes Bremen der NPD.
Fr-.iher.e Orfanicat-iori3zu»?e.horigkeit :
"b'eutsche i’artei" (Jr),
Mitglied.der Bremer Biirgerschaft
NSDAP: 1.8.1931

HESS, Otto^ geb. 19.12.1908 in Rossdorf, 
wohnhaft: Bissendorf, Keidendamm, 
Beruf: Oberregierungsrat a.D. (Jurist), Kaufmann,
Fri.here Organs . at ionszurehcrigkeit-: ...
biitglied u7 Funktionar aer "beutschen Reichspartei" (DRP)
NSDAP: 1.8.1950 

Kreisleiter, Gauir.spekteur, Gauredner, 
1938 Referent im Serichts- und R echtsamt der 
obersten SA-Fiihrung, SA-ObersturmbannfUhrer.

L
1
1-

LAMKER, Dr. Karl, geb. 22.9.‘1913 in Theesen, 
wohnhaft: Bielefeld, Paderborner Weg 24 a 
Beruf: Rechtsanwalt und Notar

. Vorsitzender des Landesverbandes Nordrhein-Westf.d.NPD
Fruhere Organisationszugehbrigkeit: keine
NADAP: 1.5.1953

SCHl'TZ, V.'alder.ar, geb. 9-10.1913 in Dausenau 
wohnhaft: Gottingen, Felix-Klein-Str. 4 
Beruf: Schriftleiter u. Verlagsinhaber
Fruhere Organ!sati.onszugehorigkeit: 
bkF-Hitgliea una Funktionar
NSDAP: 1.11.1936,

1929 Eintritt in die HJ, 
193 ‘ '
1957 Kreiswart u. Gaureferent "Kraft durch 

Freudc" (KdP),
1938-1939 Junker der Ordensburg Vogelsang, 
anschlieflend Beauftragter der NSDAP im Gau Hessen 
SS-Hauptsturmfiihrer der Waffen-SS

.Adjutant des Gau-Pressechefs

SCHWEIMER, Horst-Gunther^ geb. 11.2.1915 in Essen 
wohnhaft: haiaburg-Grou-plottbek, Hochrad .7*
Beruf: Heedereibesitzer
Vorsitzender ales Landesverbandes Hamburg der NPD
Fruhere' Or'ganisationszugehbrigkeit: keine
NSDAP: 1.4.1932

SS-Hauptsturmfiihrer und Adjutant 
Legationsrat im Auswartigen Amt
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geb. 7.10.07 in Hargarten/Lothiringen
Enzoanstr. 7

____________ ?.-’u-7?:'.origke i t:
Inip-Mi tglicd und Funktlonar
NO DAP: n.icht Kitglied

Beruf: hecntsar.wa 
Hruhere Or-'nr.; .a*.

BiML'Dr.'.., Ann 
wonnnali: He

'J

LAUHi:, i’eter, gcb. 50.11.1540 in Lohnhorst, 
wohnhaft: Iiunnover, Auf dem Larchenberge 15, 
Beruf: Student
Fruhere Organ inationsgugehorigkeit:
DSDAr; nicht Mitglied

keine T

•' L

Kaufbeuren, 
45

KA : ■ T»Oi.*' 1 , geb. P6.9.19C8 in
wuhnnnt t: ifrouaiLingen, Bahnhofstr.
Beruf; Kaufmann
Pri!hero 0rgnni:;ationszuaehorigkeit: 
bRP-Mitglied und Funktionar
NSDAP: 1.8.19'50

1954 Gauwart "Kraft durch Freude" (KdF)
1956 Leiter der Gausc'nulungoburg Gau Schwaben
1957 Heichsschulungsleiter in Ant fUr Technik,Mdnchen

ft •*

cl
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f

>

PKINZ zu SALM. Karl, geb. 8.11.1911 in Coesfeld, 
wohnhaft: Brcxtucheid U.Dusaeld., Kahlenbergweg 7 
Beruf: Kaufmann/Oberat a.D.
Friihere Orgnninationszugehbrigkeit: keine
NSDAP: nicht Mitglied
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G _f ^b., 18.2.1917 in Prettin,
>,e:.r.'iuf t: Luneburg, In' der Techt 1

■Et'raf: Hauufrau
OdeL^EngLeite^^ges^LeuH^en Kinderschutz- 

bundeu" Oldenburg
DKx-Mitgl-ied and Funktionar
NS1-AP: 1.9.1938 

b) .Sens t
Adolf. geb. 21‘.2.1906 in Saarbrucken, 

'»vn:.£afti baariTdoken, BnKircher beg 23 
Beruf: Verci;he.:-ungai;a-fKann ‘
Voraitzender oes Lancesverbandes Saarland der NPD
■r^r., Orom-.r^W^mi^U «<*» ',ekannt

NbDAP: 1.6.1933

A f, Fritz, geb. 26.10.1914 in Osthofen, 
Wohnhaft; Osthofen, Xamzer Str. 20 
Beruf: Winzer/Weinhandler
Vorsitzender des LV Rhemland-Pf als der NPD

Fruhere Organ: :?."itior.szurehori?;keit:
Dap-Mit^llea uriij Funktionar
NfDAP; 1.3.19J3

SS-Sturmbannfdhrer

PA - HR ND LU, ;; e • c h, geb. 24.5.1899 in Solingen,
wohnhait: liotaenburg/Fulda, Oberer 'Hausberg 4

a

Beruf: Kaufmann
t\.; ;i t,zander Landesverbanaes Hessen der NPD

rrul.ere Orgar,.___________ _____ ationszugehdrigkeit:l91b HitglTea'aer 11 Jeutsc'r~Nationaxen-Volkspartei" (DNVP) 
1946 FDP-Mitglied und Mitglied des hessischen Landtages, 
1949 Mitglied des Bundestages,1955 Ubertritt sur "Deutschen Partei" (DP) u. Mitglied 

der Fraktion der DP im Deutschen Bundestag.

NSDAP: 1.10.1931Austritt erfolgte in Novenber 1932

KVHNE, Dr. jur. Lothar, geb. 2.1.1908 in Steinbach/ThUr., 
wohnliaf t: HannoVe'r, Tm "Moore 12,
Beruf: kechtsanwalt,Vorsitzender des Landesverbandes Niederaachsen der NPD

Fruhere Orranisationszugehorigkeit:
FDt-Mitglied u. etellv. Landesvor’sitzender

NSDAP; 1.12.1931“ lq34 Reichssicherheitshauptant.1936 Referent in der "Parteiantlichen Prilfungskoonis 
r.ion" iq 8tab dea Stellvertretera dee Fuhrero,

1937 Duro des Botschaftera von Ribbentrop, 
BB-rUa teroturxofuhrer

1
- 5
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LOBE.'<, Karl -Erns t, (;eb. 6.8.1927 in Nanslau/Schl., 
w oh n h a £ t: Schleswig, r.olohnenweg 31 , 
Beruf: Backer und Jugendpfleger
Vorsitzender dec Landesverbandes Schleswig-Holstein der NPD 
FruhereOrganis ati ons.zugehorigkeit:

• SHP-ilitglied uha Funktionar, 
DRl’-Hitglied und Funktionar auf Kreisebene. 
NSDAP.: nicht Mitglied

V. Amterim Presidium: •

. Organ! r.at ions abteilun/;: Adolf v. THADDEN (s .Stellvertreter) 

Finanzabteilung: Otto Theodor BROUWER (a.Presidium) 

Kechtsabteilung; Frits WINKELMANN (s.Presidium) 

Propaganda- u.Schuiungsabteilung: Otto HESS (s.Presidium) 

Prer.<seabteilung: Waldemar SCHUTZ (s. Presidium) .......

Heferat z. b. V.: Fritz WINKELMANN (s.Prasidium)

VI. Keferenten ia Parteivoratand:

AuOenpolitik:

. von THADDEN, Adolf (a. Stellvertreter)

Innenpolitik:

HERRMAN.VDoRPER, Benno, geb. 20.3.1916 in Altotting, 
wohnhaft: Eunchen, Heckenstaller Str. 178, 
Beruf: Senatsrat
Mitglied des geschiiftsfiihrenden Vorstandes dea Landea- 
verbandes Bayern der NPD,
Vorsitsender dea Bezirksverbandes Oberbayern der NPD.

• Friihere Organisationszugehdrirkeit: nicht bekannt
NSDAP: 1.1.1938

HJ-Mitglied seit 1933

Agrarpolitik;

HliDOI.Prl, Heinz, geb. 7.6.1922 in Elberberg, 
wohnhaft: Klein-Ilde 5, '
Bccif: Biirgermeiater, Dipl.Laniwirt, Hauptmann d.R.
Referent fur Agrarfragen im LY Niedersachsen der NPD, 
Hedner auf Landeaebene im LV Niedersachsen der NPD, 
1. Vorsitzender im Kreisverb&nd Hildesheim der NPD.
Friihere Organ!oationszugehdrigkeit\
CDu-;-:itglied .........................................
NSDAP: 1.9.1940
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Wirtschafto-, Finans- und Steuer.politik:
FABBENDER, Heinrich (s. Parteivorstand)

Verkchrnp'olitik:
HCHWEII-LEiii Horst-Gunther (8. Presidium)

Jugendfragen;
LOBER, Karl-E^nst (s. Parteivorstand)

Sozial.puLi.tik;
KNUPFER, Kurt, geb. 7.6.191> in Rippien, 
wuhnhuft: .Neuenhaus, Jaiinstr. 2, 
Beruf: Elektromonteur'
Geschaf tsfiinrer und Kassenleiter im Kreisverband
Grafschaft Bentheim der NPD
Frtihere Orgnnisaticnszugehdrigkeit: 
DRP-Hitglied und Funktionar
NSDAP; 1.5.1950

Frauen- und Familienfragen:
WINKELVOSS, Gertraud (s. Parteivorstand)

Kulturpoli tik;
DEHNEIi, Dr. Dietrich, geb. 19.4.1924 in Duisburg, 
wohnhait: Juisburg-Keiderich, Haferacker 15
BerufOberstuaienrat
2. steliv. Vorsitzenaer im LV Nordrhein-Westf. d.NPD
Landeareaner des LV Nordrhein-'Westfalen der NPD •
Frunere Organ ksationszugehbrigkeit; nicht bekannt
NSD/iP: nicnt Mitglied

Vertriebenenfragen;

GUTMANN, Wilhelm (s. Stellvertreter)

Arbeitskreis Bundeswehr;
■ NITSCHE, Dieter, geb. 4.7.1934 in Zittau, 

woiuihaft: Oldenburg, (z.S. Putlos) 
Beruf: Hauptmann der Bundeswehr
NPD-Stadtrax im Stadtparlament Oldenburg
Fruhere Organisationszugehbrigkeit; 
AKON- kitglied ,
NSDAP: nicht Mitglied



VII. Sonstxge Kunktxonen ix parteivorstand

Leiter der Abteilung Kasse:

J,-.; ,. SCHUTzJ, Waldemar (a. Praaidiua)

! Leiter der Revisiondabteilung in der FinanzabtdLlung:

j '•'■>CHIMHij'ii0iiN, Dr. Heinz, geb. 22.1.1911 in Chemnita,
./ F . wo'nniiai't:' Hannover, iiaimundstr. 1

Beruf: Veraicherunga-Kaul'mann
; ■ . " r i i h e r e f) r, । n i s a t i c n s r. u g c n d r, i g k e i t:
i J;t?-r.itglieu una runktionar. ■ -----
I DrfP-Mitglieu und Funktionar

; L'lIDAP: 1.6.19>O
■t ss-Oberoturnbannfuhrer

Bur.aesgeschaftsfuhrcr:

B.CJfrfAHZ, Martin, geb. 16.9.1912 in Oelo/Schlea. 
wohnhaft: Porz-Ensen, Charlottenatr. 14
Beruf:Hauptmann d.Bw. a.D.

Prdnere Organiaationszugehbrigkeit: keine

LoDAP; 1.b.l9>2



Anla#E<;.

Gesellsch ift-.-r .tea iZerlagea 
" Deu t::cne aacnrich ten"' (Di<) GmbH.

GCiib'i’Z , >.'alaen.-.r, ijeu. 9.10.1915 in Dausenau, 
wdnnnait: Gu;tir..jen, Felix-Klein-Str. 4 
Beruf; Licnrif tleiter und Verlagsinhaber
Friinere Organisationszugehdrigkeit;
DRP - Piitgiieu una FunKtionur
HSUnPi 1.11.1956,

1929 Dintritt in die H J, 
19<4 HUjuunt aes Gau-Pressechefs, 
T9>7 nreiswart una Gaureferent "/Draft durch 

i'reuue" (KdF),
1958 - 1959 Junior der Ordensourg Vogelsang, 
anscnliebenu Beauftragter der NSDAP iia Gau Hessen 
SS-Hauptoturmfunrcr aes Waffen-SS.

von TILADDBL’, ».;olX', gcb. 7.7.1921 in Trieglaff, 
wohnhai't: uuiiCh'e , Uurcnenweg 6 
Beruf: Cheiredakteur
Fruhere Qr/'.'inizatir.nuzugehdrigkoit;
Ib49'hitglica der "iieutschen Rechts-Partei” (DRP) , 

Hitgiied aes Beu Lochen Bundestages in der Fraktion 
"Rationale Kechte",

1990 hitglied unu Funktiondr der "Deutschen Reichs- 
partei" (DRP),

1999 - 1959 Nitglied:aes niedersachsischen Landtagee.
NS1MP: 1.9.19>9

HESS, Otto, geo. 1>.12.1908 in Rossaorf, 
wohunait: Bissendorf, taoiaendamm, 
Beruf: Oberregierungdrut a.D. (Jurist), Kaufmann, .
Fruhere nrgum sations/.ugehdrtgkeit:
Mitgl. u. Funtctionar aer "Deutscnen Reichspartei" (DRP)
NSDAP: 1.o.19 >0 

Kreisleiter, Gauinspekteur, Gauredner, 
■1998 deferent:im Bericnts- und Hechtsamt der 

obersten GA-Fuhrung, 
SA-Obersturmbannf ilhrer.

IlalEd - DQMi, Dail,- geb. 26.9.1908 in Kaufbeuren, 
wunnnal't: Groliaitingen, Bahnhofstr. 45 
Beruf: Kaufmann
Fruhcre Organisationszugehorigkeit;

- hitglieu una runktionar ’
NSDAP; 1.8.1950

19>4 Gauwart ."Kraft durch Freude" (Kdp)
1956 Leiter der Gauschulungsburg Gau Schwaben 
19?7 Reicnsscziulungsleiter im Amt fiir Technik, 

hiinchen

2



i .' ih 4 ' - geo. 24.5.191C in ';erlin, . .
uc;.:.:.ai l : ..’i-esuautu.-^ .;.7er.aef g-, TenhelJ?>...s'Xir. 23 . 
iierut : K-a’uimana ...
r run-? re Or Jt’ions’zugehr.ri.~keit 8 , 

luiu /unKtiortur ■ :
1.,. i ;<d \ ;

. • P.eferitsleiter der naupttreunahdstelle Ost, Berlin

. ,br. i?einz. geo. 22.1.1911 in Chemnitz, 
‘•.o:u.i-vils ;;:;uiiover, .■..ixmun.istr. 1

l’cmi': Versicuurungsiaafmaan
■>.;:?;re ’ .or.;-;. geharigkeit:

i;::2 - Mtglieu und bunktionar
Mt j.-.P; 1 . v. 17 .’>0

BM-Ooers tur.-Jbannfua.rer

vt:. . Prof. s.r.ns-Bernhard , g e o. 3 0. >. 19 0 3
-~~ in rrot zig/Pommern.
wcnnnaft: rtuppertal-Vcnwimcel, Am Osterholz 53 
per.;X’; Lniverzxluta-ProXessor z.Wv.

_ ,zur Zvit. Lehrer an eir.er Privatschule
.er? 0r,-':n iuationsza-ehorKKeit:— — .....Ml.,. ! I I!..—........   li^—

uiva rdnullohx?

Guu.-.-isiei ter der aLJAP (Gau 0stpreu3en)
iiuu:; j.::..utut len-.-.uLsleiter,
Guuu-.v.en lenl'W.v:x‘u:.rer.
dr ;e:;’v richer Professor ier Gtaatswissenschai?ten
■;e*tor uer AXr.ertus-Universitat in Konigsberg.

i.; . __ . L ter, (;eb. o. 10. *906 ir. Breslau, ' ‘
. it; •..rg-..ltona, Arnoldstr. 24

;r.-..x: anger.te.iter
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7Sr:?:T_Zi/N. Walter, geb. .-“.>. H . I Hb in Hamburg, 
wu'iuuiuft:, Bremen, Kuleiikainplfallee 162 
Beruf: Kaufmann
.Fruhere. Organ ic’i tionr.zugehdrigkei t:
Sap- Mitglied/unu Funktipnar 
i)HP - kitgi'ied uhd Funktionar
NJ DAP: .1.4.19>b

THIELBil, Friedr icn (Er its), K«b. 29.9.1916 in Bremen 
wohnhaf&: Bremen-Schonebeck, Brauteichen 19
Beruf: Be ton-Fa on kun t
Erunere Ora,ani :ia lion?' zugenor i gkei t:
Grundungumitgixea der Uuu,
Hitglied aer Bremer•• Burgerachnften, 
19i»7 Mitglxed und apater Landenvoraitzender der 

"Deutuchen Partei" (DP) in Bremen
NSDAP; nicnt Kitglied

BaQiPWria, Otto 7r.ecdor, geb. >1.^.1906 in Paris, 
wonnhaft: Breuen-Vegeoack, Gerhard-Rohlfs-Dtr. 61 
Peruf: ?Caufmann
r runere Organisa tior..nzugendrig<ei t: 
1:oeu;scrie partei’1 (Jx7) ”
Mitglied aer Bremer Biirgerschaften.

NSDAP; 1.8.19p1
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